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What ~ay ~ ell be the most controversial bill facing the next session of the State Legislature is the
brain-child of a gentle-voiced Republican Representa. ti:ve from Sarasota.

Anderson Elected
As SRG Prevails
By HILDA LOUGH
Staff Writer
The birth of the Human
Rights Party did n,ot prevent
Students for Responsible Government (SRG) candidates
from claiming all but one of
the ten offices on the Student
Government (SG) ballot.
Election turnout was considerably smaller than in · last
year's SG Presidential Qalloting, with only 2204 students
voting on February 4 and 5.
Steve Anderson, presently
serving as .Senator , was elected to succeed Scott Barnett as
SG Pr.esident. Chuck Tonkin
will replace Frank Winkles as
Vice-president.
The eight Senate seats will
be filled by :({en Rubin-SRG, .
Robert Hightower-SRG, Bob
Van Hook-SRG, Doug GriffinSRG, J a c k Belford-SRG,
Mary Margaret RutledgeHuman ·rughts, Betsy SmootSRG, and Roger Coe-SRG.
Both Coe and Miss Smoot

f

STEVE ANDERSON
.... president elect

The-platform introd11Ced by
SRG called for '.'... immediate and fundamental changes
. . . in our educational system," referring to the "nonprogressive attitudes . . . of
our - educational process," in
the a dministration- of the
quarter system; endorsement
of the Bill of Student Rights;
" .. . immediate and fundamental revisions . . . within
the contractual framework
governing . . . food and housing" ~ e~ansion of intercollegiate athletics with the initiation of a basketball team ; opposition to cost increases in
education unless matched
with · equal funds from the
state and increase in the quality of education.

presently hold the office of
The platform· also called for
Senator.
The number of Senators a solllltion to the "inadequate
was. increased from •. five to . parlnng facilities," endorsing
eight as a re!\Ult of. recent t he· "concept of a rapid transit
amendments to the bill· gov- system"; creation of a camerning election rules ·and pro- pus Rathskeller beer hall,.similar to the one now operating
ced9res.

at the University of Florida;
faculty evaluation for the entire faculty ; support of the
State Council of Student Body
Presidents ; the c reation of a
"new dialogue," so that · the
"University and the community can grow together in a
bond of understanding"; increased student representas
tion in all areas of university
life, encouraging "all students
to become involved in university affairs and express their
opinions ·~. ."
In addressing last Thursday's SG Legislative Meeting
Pr esident Scott Barnett congratulated t he newly elected
officers and remarked, "I feel
I can say withoU;t any hesitation that as we are preparing
to leave office at the end of
this term, we are confident ·
we are leaving the leadership
of the Student Government in
very good hands."
· The new SG officers will assume their offices on the first
day after Quarter III begins.

By HILDA LOUGH
Staff Writer
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USF is suffering from a
shortage of students. F or the
summer sessions, that is. And
David C. J ordan, USF's first
. director of summer sessions,
is doing something about it.
Jordan, a USF cparter class
graduate and a part-time
teacher in the history department, is working to ·make
Quarter IV more appealing to
Florida and Tampa residents
who matriculate out of the
D~ VII) JORDAN
Bay area during the regular
.•• heads swnmer
school year. He's also trying
to get more continuing USF
students to study here duri!lg undergraduate classes and
the summer. His innovations ·workshops. ·
for Quarter IV i11clude:
"" More classes to run the
"" A larger a mount a nd
wider ra nge of graduate and full 8½ week term. Last y ear
many classes ran three and
six weeks.
"" Registration by appointment only, "not like jn previ_ous ·summefs," J ordan says,
"when it was· on a first-come
first-serve basis." Registration will follow normal procedure in the gymnasium, J une
16, and classes run fr9m J une
17 • Aug. 15, a 43 day term.
Ii" A complete and separate
· summer catalogue due "hopeApplications are now avail- fully" by' early March. Jordan
able for editors hip of The Ora- says the catalogue will ·have a
cle · for Quarter III. All stu- complete listing of summer
dents enrolled at the Universi- classes, aside from some
ty 'ftill-time, who have a 2.0 workshops which may be
average and some journalism added according to student
experience at The Oracle or demand. ·
elsewhere are eligible for th_e
"" An opportunity for "marposition.
ginal students?' to attend USF
Application forms may be on a trial basis. Jordan said
picked up from Mrs. Marjorie some prospective freshmen
Rogers, secretary, Office of who j u s t missed qualifying
Campus Publications , UC 226. for USF, for example by scorDeadline to turn in applica- ing a few points be)ow the
tions is February 24.
minimum on the Florida Sen• · All. applicants will be inter- ior · Placement T e s t s, may
viewed by Oracle editor, take · one or: two courses. flS
Mario Garcia; Col. Walter a trial. If they do well, they
Griscti, General· Manager and will be accepted as full-time
Dr. Arthur M. Sanderson, Di- students and will receive full
r ector of Campus P ublica- credit for their summer work.
tions. Official announcement
BESIDES IMPROVING the
of The Oracle editor for Quarsummer
sessions, Jordan says
ter III will be made March 5.
his job is to get more students
The pr_ocess of selecting an
to atte:1d Quarter IV each
editor is as follows: The
year. Last academic year,
outgoing editor consults with
total enrollment was 12,058 members of his • s taff con- Quarter I; 10,848 - II; 10,cerning the qualifications of 639 - III ; and 6,600 ~ IV.
a ll applicants. He then proJordan pointed out . the
ceeds to make an official rec- Board of Regents decided to
. ommendation to the general _switch from the trimester sysmanager and the director of tem to the quarter system two
campus publications. All three years ago in order to make
of them interview the appli- more year-round use of unicants a nd come up with a versity faciHties. "When USF
fjnal decision.
operates . during the summer
Students interested in be- at only ha lf ·capacity, we are
coming editor of The Oracle defeating the .purpose of the
are encouraged
pick up ap- quarter system," he said.
plicatiqns as soon as possible.
Frank H. Spain, vice presi-

Applications
Available f.or
·Oracle·Edif,or

to

dent for t,'Clldemic· affairs,
said Jordan is the only director for summer sessions i·!l the
state. Spain sa.id the planning
a nd coordination for Quarter
·1 v traditionally has been the
job of an advisory committee
co,mposed of representatives
from the various colleges, the
housing office and University
center activities office. The
committee, enha nced by ttwo
student represe!ltatives, ' will
continue to aid Jordan in his
planning.
·
JORDAN SAID one of the
reasons for the imbalance is
thci-t so many students leave
school to work during the
·summer.· He said he'd like to
encourage students who mus t
work to skip school one quarter during the r egular school
year and co!lsider attending
the summer session.

_
Photo by Wiley Brooks ·

Garcia Beats Ba rnett In Beard Bout

'Poised' Beard
Wins Battle

· Some of the strongest an.d
had been violence ·or overmost immediate criticisms of
throw of a university or dan-·
the proposed bill came from
ger of it. "I don't see any on
Board of Regents members.
the horizon," he said.
University .Chancellor RobWhen asked his opinion of
ert Mautz said, "I think the
Mautz's statement , Tillman
way they're going about it is
said, "That's his opinion, not
probably unwise and unneces-,
mine. He's entitled to his
sary, The «:!anger always is
opinion, and I'm entitled to
that investigati9ns provide a
mine.
magnet and a focus for those
"We · are willing to copeople who ar e seeking isoperate with the Board of Resues, and you are likely to ingents and expect their covite the very trouble you are
.' operation in return," Tillman
seeking to avoid."
. added.
The proposal, Mau!?; said he
Burke Kibler, Chairman of
thinks, was most proba'bly
the Board of Regents combased on assumptions that
mented, "I don't think there were untrue, such as what he
is any need for any investigatermed an implication there
tion on any campuses at_this
time. I don't think we have
the violent Left, or the violent
. Right for that matter movements that constitute a
present threat.

USF's Battle of the Beards University Center, and Tampa
came to . a "grizzly" victory Chamber of Commerce's rep· Friday under the harsh fiuo- resentative Doris· Strick, held
rescent lights of the Oracle a mediating conference in an
newsroom_.
adjacent room, then joined
The final· conflict was pre- the opposing forces to bring
"I think we have the normal
ceded by SG public r elations judgment upon the bristling
student unrest that perhaps_.
·
·
men who heralded the superi- battle.
has always existed on ·college
ority of ,their leader with placThe contest was close, ac· campuses. I don't detect anyards reading "B a r n e t t's
cording to the judges, who
thing that is abnormal in this
Beard is Best" and "A Beard, rated the beards for length,
area at this time on any of
not a Grizzly Growth."
fullness, neatness, originality
our campuses," Kibler said.
Oracle warriors retreated and poise, but leading the
John Champion, Presideni\,
briefly to the depths
of
the
race
with
the
"most
·poised"
1
The American I d e a
of Florida State UniversitJ '
Oracle ad room to devise s·uit- beard was Oracle editor
Forum will present a sym:
said, " We are aware of gener - ·
able rebuttals: "Grizzly Gar- Mario Garcia .
al student unrest in theUnited :posium on the Student Govcia Rules" and "Beards Come
Not-to-be-Defeated SG presiernment Bill of ·Rights
States.
We all are aware also
F rom Cuba."
dent Scott Barnett and his
tdday at . 4 p.m . . in the
that some stu.dents associated-·
Judges Tom Riley, Univer- forces left with ·a stfrring batTheatre.
tbemsel,;es with organizations
sity Center program advisor, tle cry, "We'll get you next
,
),It ~ll.b~ ~11,41,naly_si ·_sJ.J:d. - w.hich some fer1, may, not bav~
y-1ar !"
J~ ·
P
1 ~ fl. thi11.k (students i lill Hnd - Duane 1.dke, director ~of l'lle
,the best interest of the univerl
commentary · py · ad.in.mis,t here is less competitio_n fo,; · - - - - -- - -- - - ~ -- -- -- - - ~ - - . trators, students and facul:
sity a t heart.'.'
off-campus jobs durmg· the
Tillman also indicated that•
. ty mi=;mbers mbder~ted by
first three quarters of the
the _proposeq committee would
p_rofessor
of
Max
Kaplan,
year," he said. "P/;!rhaps our
get into the area of academic
sponsored research, Hartis
·office can •help place some of
freedom.
·
·
W.
Dean,
vice
president
of
these who choose to attend
a17-d
Heracademic
affairs
"I think we can go too far
Quarter IV and skip some
bert J . Wunderlich, vice
other quarter.
with academic freedom; when
president of student afa professor gets up and teacli"I want to increase enrollfairs, will represent the ades something contrary to docm ent in the summer sessions,
. ministration.
but at the same time I'm
trines of our government,
Student'G ove r nm en t
,t rying to preserve its a dvanthat 's going too far," Tillman ·
President-elect Steve. AnAn Institute . for Studies of teed annual wage ; Dorothy
t ages, like informality a-!ld
commented recently·.
derson, Sen. Ben Brown
b etter student-faculty rela:tion- Leisure has been established Maynor, noted concert singer
The second-term laWitla ker
and Vice president Frank
at USF with Dr. Max J<apla·n and head of the· Harlem
ship," he said.
also feels tI:iat · the trend
Winkles will ,be the stutoward greater student free-_
JORDAN PLANS to take a as its director. As t!he only in- · Scpool of the Arts; Harrison
.dents •' and Charles· Oberst_
i
tute
in
the
-United
States
deBrown,
scientist
and
author;
dam is wrong. He says that
poll of all continuing students
meyer, lecturer in Ameriwhen his son is ready for colat the · end of the Quarter IV voted entirely to this problem, Emanuel Mesthene, director
it
will
include
an
international
lege he hopes that he would
of Harvard's Program on .. can Idea, will ·be the faculfor specified suggestions for
.ty member.
advisory board and embrace Technology and Society; Arbe subject to university confuture !\Ummer sessions.
trols.
·
research;
teaching
and
serthur
Schlesinger
Jr.,
his
toriJordan came to USF from
an; Dr. D11mazedier; and
Valencia Junior College in Or- vice.
"There . is an urgent need Prof. Szalai.
lando where he taught history.
for this Institute to bring sysAn intensive inventory of ·
tematic study to such enor- leisure resources in c~ntral
mous problems a s the m ean- Florida and patterns of use is
ing of technology in our lives, being planned. T.he area instudies of what Americans · cludes the n ation's largest
and others are really doing concentration of .retired -perwith their increased affluence sons, a vacation-minded and
and time and the developing tourist-oriented area and inwelcoming remarks. by Dr . of adequate alternatives for dustry, significa nt established
Graham Solomons, president many tastes in the use · of and new groups and agencies
in the arts, and numerous priof the USF chapter of AAUP ·time," Dr. Kaplan said.
"The Institute is interest- vate and ·public universities
,a nd by Dr. John S. Allen,
the projection levels at 12
By STUART THAYER
·
. ed in all age groups. Jt is con- arid colleges.
president of the University.
years.
,
Staff Writer
Dr. , Joughin will speak on cerned w i t h . International
He warned, however, that
The inventory will be fol"T.he Student a nd His Place in problems ,since the ·spread df · ·:iowed after 1971 by studies of
ORLANDO - Board. of . Re- an " increase or decrease in
the Academic Community" at industrializaton . a n d com- impact on · the area by the gents Chancellor Dr, Robert government subsidy of the
9 :25 Saturday in the Business ·puterization cross national Walt•Disney World to be open Mautz last week released a graduate program, a change
Administration Building. Rep. lines: We will be dealing with ·after that time near Orlando. ' 12-year projection of student · in-the economy, or speedy ter- .
Gibbons will be the luncheon both current and emerging· isOther programs covering enrollment that shows USF mination of the Vietnam conspeaker . on "Congress and sues, philosophies and . polisurpassing Florida State Uni- flict and an educational subsisuch special. areas as the ar ts versity by 1980_
dy of veterans could drasticalThe Frontiers of Education," cies," he continued. •.,
d aging are also under conPresent members of t11e ,an_
.o'f the- Uniin tlie 'Ball
sideration.
The projection, listing the ly change estimated deInstitute' s international adviversity Center,
.
other seven s tate universities m;mds."
An -expert in t!he· fields of as well, was r eleased at a ReThe projections show that
Registration fee of $5 will sory hoard include Prof.
the Board of Regents plans to
be charged to ·cover the lunch- ·David Reisman, Harv,a rd soci- .leisure and arts, :Or . ··Kaplan gents meeting here.
restrict freshmen and sopho~ ·
eon and · all costs of the con- ologist and a uthor of "The -has ·spent the past 15 years
THE 1980 projection for en- more enrollments, indicating
·Lonely Crowd" ; P rof. P aul . teaching, 'writing,. lecturing, rollment
ference. ·
.
by head-count' shows
Overnight . accommodations Lazersfeld, Columbia Bniver- -consulting a n d . organizing USF with 33,342 and FSU with a Regents hope of increased
at De· :Soto Han can. be re- . sity authority -in -studies of . community programs on lei- 33,159. The . University of Flor- Ufie of junior colleges .
served thr'ough Hug_li Westfa;tl •ma ss media; Prof. Alexander sure. While at Boston Univer- ida is expecting 34,501 by 1980.
THE REGENTS projections
a t Fontana ·Hall, telephone Szalai, · deputy chief of the sity from 1957-63; he founded These figures include part- show an increase in numbers
United Nations Institute · for and directed · the Arts Center time students.
33620.
o.f freshmen and sophomores
Training and Research and · and assisted in the formation
of
less than 8,000 from now
of the famous Greater .B..oston .. In full-time students, howev- .
director, Multinational Comer," .UF .leads with 32,776 ex- until 1980. Upper level and
parative Time Budget Re- · :Youth Symphony Orchestra. pected ; FSU is second with graduate . enrollment is exsearch 'Project ; and Dr. Jof- . His professional writing in- 31,501 ; and USF is third with pected to go up from 39,000 to
fre Dumazedier, Paris, of the · eludes five books, among 29,590.
almost 150,000 by then.
upon inter-hall cooperation, Centre d'Etudes Sociologiques them " Leisure in America: A
Mautz, in his official report,
For USF, the lower level
this book exchange will.be opand chairman of the UNESCO Social Inquiry" and "Founda- said "the dual responsiblity of and upper-graduate level figerative next quarter."
Commission on Leisure and . tions and Frontiers of Music laymen and ·eaucators alike in ures are:
Education."
im proving the quality of the
Mass Culture.
4,937, 7,006
,Q,r ade Magazine Among the first ma jor proj- Prof. Harriet A. Deer, assis- present educative process in 1968
1970
5,030, 10,651
ects of the new Institute is a tant professor of E nglish at an institution or system or 1972
5,123, 14,106
Fiction
conference on. the USF cam- USF, and editor of studies of universities, even as provi- 1974
5,220, 17,514
The Oracle Magazine is p·u s May 1-3 on the theme mass culture, will serve as as- sions are made for expansion, 1976
5,220, 21,018
looking for a short piece of "Technology, Human Values sistant director of the Insti- is given direction and sub- 1980
5,220, 28,122
fiction, not to exceed 2,000 and Leisure." Speakers will tute and direct 2µblication stance by projected enrollMautz concluded by saying
words for the issue of March include Robert Hutchins, dis- and library programs. Dr. ment. "
that policy to control growth
12. Any subject matter will be tinguished educator and head Charles P. Bosserman, USF · · MAUTZ said the projec- has not been formulated as
considered. All ' materia l may of the Center for Study ·of · Associate professor of Amerr- tions, which reach 12 years yet. "The pr ojections raise
be submitted to Philip Run- Democratic Institutions ; Rob- can Idea and author of r e- .: into the future, will be r e- basic questions," .he said, "as
nels, CTR 221. Manuscripts ert Theobald, noted economist search studies on Africa, will viewed and extended another to the development we wish to
· and advocate of the guaran- be research director.
·
will · be returned.
year each year, thus keeping •give our universities."

·tdea Forum·.

Presents .
Symposium_

1,

·Leisur,e Studied
By Group At USF

Florida AAUP Conference
Set Here This Weekend
. Rep. Sam M. Gibbons and
Dr. Louis Joughin, associate
secretary of the American As.sociation of University Professors (AAUP),
ilead a list
of speakers at the annual
state meeting · of the Florida
Conference of the AAUP to be
held here Friday and Satur- ·
day.

,vill

. 'l?he · two-day program be. gins Friday at 4 :30 p.m: with
a 'panel disc~s~im on, ''.Institutional . Problems arid the
AAUP'' at the Kiv~. -P~nelists
.include·: Dr. Anthony Zaitz,
president of ,Saint Le.o's College ; Dr. Marvin. Ivey, St.
. Petersburg J unior College;
and Dr. Davis Clement; ·as. ~istant professor of psy-cnology atUSF .
Sati,Irday's a.genda includes

USF Figures
To Top FSU's
I

Room

Alpha Plans.·Book Exchange
The Alpha Hall academic
committee, in attempting to
coordinate the academic affairs of the tri-dorm Argos
Complex, is planning a joint
meeting of ·Alpha, Beta and
Gamma academic committees
for Tuesday at 8 p.m . in .the
F ireside Lounge.
One of the major issues to
be discussed at this meeting
is a book exchange. "Contrary to popular opinion, an
. Argos Book Exchange is presently .being planned," says
Alpha Hall academic chairman Gary White, "Depending

,,

The proposed bill would ·c reate a seven-man committee· to pr_obe student unrest on the · state's campuses and· investigate individuals, :,tudent groups, and
organizat ions which espouse "disruption of the learning process."

Director. Of Summer Session
Hopes. Foi More ·.Students
By JOHN CALDERA.ZZO
'
S!aff Wri~ r

bill, proposed on 'February 4 by Rep. Jim K.
and six other House members, has already
a flurry of comment from students, adminisprofessors and Board of Regents members.

Needs

i .- THE ORACL'E-U .. of S9uth F,orida, February 12,. 1969

Rights Commission Formed
comm1ss10n was established
"so that, in the event of th~
bill's passage, work will already be .under way to make
an orderly transition to the
new policies a s soon as is possible."
The commission will consider suggestions from all interested parties and develop a ·
working plan to make all necessary structural and policy
changes to implement the bill.
Senator Roger Coe was appointed_chairman of the commission. Other appointees •to
the commission were chosen
for · their varied philosophies,
in
project
'first
Cory's
Dr.
assistant
Cory,
Dr. Joseph
experience, and knowledge.
professor of chemistry at USF the next few years concerns
Commission members are
has received an award · from the study of enzyme changes
Driggers, CBS RepresenTom
the National Institute of in virus induced mouse leuktative; Hal Price, Education
Health which will allow him mia. The second project inRepr~entative; Betsy Smoot,
to devote the majority of his volves the study of ribonucleoS~nator; Fred Cumbie, Presitime to research for the next tide reductuse (the .enzyme
dent Lambda Hall; Connie
formation
·
the
for
responsible
five years.
Managing Editor -:
Haigley,
The unusual award came to . of the precursors for DNA
Zogorski, Oracle
Ray
Oracle;
ascites
Ehrlich
in
Dr. Cory from the United sysnthesis)
Chief JusTorrence,
Al
Staff;
States Department of Health, cells.
Associate
In his research, Dr. Cory tice;· Fred Salzillo,
Education, and 'Welfare as
Justice.
recognition of outstanding re- has found that one 9an ob~
"The work of the commissearch in the enzymology of serve enzyme changes early·
will have the full support
sion
neoplastic cells, w o r k i n g after virus innoculation, at a
of the Executive Branch of
toward an understanding of tiine prior fo the time that
the SG," Barnett said, ''.and I
the factors which lead to can- these animals would be clini~
co-operation of
cally diagnosed as being leu- hope the full
cer.
the University
in
e
n
everyo·
·
kemic.
The project on ribonucleoCommunity. The commission
This ·will lead to a better untide reductase deals with the
be calling on everyone will
causbasic
study of the purification and derstanding of the
faculty, and staff students,
properties of this important es of this disease. It is hopedfur that co-operation."
apbe
will
results
these
that
long.
The
enzyme system.
Barnett also announced that
term goal- of this research is plicable to human leukemias.
Dr. Cory will continue to the referendum on the Bill of
to understand the relationship
be held on Februof ribonucleotide reductase to lecture and teach during the Rights will
ary ·26. "In the next week I
time of his research.
DNA synthesis.
will decide with the advice of
legislative members whether
the ballot will be an in-toto
Student Government (SG)
President Scott Barnett has
announced the appointment of
a Presidential Commission to
study the implications of the
Student Bill of Rights and to
m ake recommendations as to
its effective and orderly implementation.
The commission, designated
the "C9e Commission'' by

Barnett, will -compile a report
and submit to the SG President upon .completion of its
considerations.
The commission will. remain·
in existence until the report is
accepted by the SG president.
The announcement w a s
made at last Thursday's SG
Legislative Meeting.
Barnett explained that the

Unusual Awa·rd

Bosserman ·Attends

one, or if the bill will be voted
upon item by item.''
Barnett added; "It is important that there be full campus-wide discussion of the bill
so that all affected by it will
,
understand it."
Meetings in - which the Bill
of Rights will be discussed include: IRH Installation Dinner, February 12, at 5 :30 in
Argos 139. Mu Residence Hall,
February 17, at 7' p.m. American Idea . Forum, today at 2
p.m. .in the Theatre.
appointments
Legislative
were made and the appointees
were sworn into office. New
representatives . are Leslie
Taylor-Argos; · Sharon LongKaySandra
And r o s;
Andros.
· ·No new legislation, was
passed at the meeting. Vicepresident Frank Winkles commented, "Tonight's meeting
typifies the meetings we have
had all quarter, with the exception of those concerning
the Bill of Rights. Nobody is
participating. I haven't seen
any good legislation come out
of this body but the Bill of
Rights."·
Winkles told· the legislators
that they were too wrapped
up in internal legislation and
needed to expend more energy on bills that did not affect
the Legislature.
"If we expended the energy
on external affairs that we do
on internal .affairs, we'd really get something done," Winkles said,
On this note the meeting
was adjourned.

USF Coed

African Con-ference
ly an agricultural country.
Then, it is necessary to create
the idea that Africa and the
A top sociologist at USF, concept of modernization are
Prof Phillip Bosserman, has compatible. The transition has
gone to New York and then to come about from traditionon to Liberia, Africa, where al to modern values, as most
he will give · a conference on of the old ones have been
the educational system of the called into question and noth•ing has replaced them. "Peo. ation, sometime next week.
. At the conference will be --ple find themselves in a vac.uum and are searching for
f L"b
th p ·d
· e resi ent Q I e- something," said Bosserman.
f' P:esent_
ria, William ·v. S. · Tubman, · The government today is in
and other important officials
and edU<;ators, who will -s tudy search ?f national u~ty. B~t
the possibilities of j.mplement- ,other elites have demed their
4ng new_r~form_s ori their sys- .. p.ast, a,J-though ~11,ere are some
11~1porf!1nt traditions that 11Jed
tern of education.
to be protected. "A good way
: .
. Prof. Bosserman was . hired to achieve thjs is QY making
by the Board of E!luc8:tion of ,the curriculum relevant"
_!~~ United _Methodist Church says , Bosserman. "When y~u
.~ Liberia, to SUf':'eY the sys- talk about. history, you do not
!em of schools, m_ order to • talk about Caesar conquering
piake recommendations to the the Gauls but about African
' ~overnment. "First, we need- history," he added.
f d !o see wha~, the go~Is t~e ._ _Re§iiptlrjg;_ Bosserman said
~oc1ety were, he_said._ 1'!1IS that ihe educ,l.tiqpal system
fe attempted by mterVIewmg . must be"relevant to the exist°Liberian peot tudents, teachers, and o~her ing need~. of
people, t h r o u g h · quest10n- pie arti'cu1ate'd.'' through their
. government anc( voluntary
.
~aires," he added.
':. Liberia's -most important organizations. Following his
goal is to become a modern stay in I;,iberia, Prof._Bosser
pountry. "The education!J.l sys: nian will coi;ne back io VSf,
tern should be geared to con~ to _teach during tjle ~ -quar~
sider that Liberia is essential- ter.

By RICHARDO PLANAS
St.au·Writer

'Jeanie·' Fest
Mi_ss Linda Kay Howell, 19year-old mezzo soprano and
USF· coed, has qualified for
the 18th annual " Jeanie With
the Light Brown Hair" auditions to be held at the Stephen
Foster Memorial in White
Sprinks, ' Fla., on ·Feb. 15.

wiime.1;. of. the auditions ;will ,

· · ~AY :B0WE1t_Ij ..
. . . Mezzo Soprano
and will receive a cash scholarship of $1,000 from the Stephen Foster ·Memori-al Commission to assist in her musi- .
cal career. There· will be four~ - · -- .....,.. ·

b~ crowned "Jeanit!''. for 1969 .
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Prof. Robert Burke Spoke To Gold Key Thursday

...,,..

for Grads

"

"This weekend should
prove to be the best entertain-•
ment-filled weekend that USF
students ·have experienced in.
a ·1ong time." ..• .said Tom
Riley,. program director of the
University Center, of upcoming events for the U.C. Extravaganza Weekend Friday
·
and Saturday. ·
Michele Richards, ·chairman
of the Extravaganza Planning
Committee, said the sch~dule
of--. entertainment and activities is as exciting as it is impressive.

USF has a coffee house :.:...
complete with atmosphere. -.·
Surrounded by red check~
tableclothes, bamboo hangings, dim lights, and exotic
drinks, students find the Broken String a place for entertainment,' stimulation, ·and
~ommunication.
, The Broken String Coffee
House is owned by the University Chapei F e 11 o w s h i p
(UCF), but is run by students.
It is open 7 :30 to 11 p.rri:
every Sunday in · the · UCF
·
Building.
"I think the· campus has a
'real need·for· a place to meet
people,'' li. place for · ''entertainment and ·thought stimulation," Rick Norcross, manag-

er of tqe Broken String said.
Rick MC's the programs and ,
does some folk singing.
The admission .charge entitles students to free popcorn
and coffee. Various "extravaganzas," such as grenadine,
orzato, tamarindo, and chocolate coke, are sold.
Response • to the coffee
house, which opened last ·October has been so good that
the Broken Sting is able to
support itself.
Entertainment includes folk
singing, p o e t r y readings,
reader's · theater productions,
and a weekly episode from a
film serial. The serial now
showing is · Gene Autcy and
"The Phantom City."
. A series of experimental
,films ·dealing . with are~ of
human_ concern and. emotion .

"The signs add to the ·community and strengthen · its
moral fibre. They make ·people think," he said in a taped
i n t e r v i e w Friday ·with
WUSF's Jack Thorton.
Fair said the local judge
dismissed his suit on a technicality, "but I'll continue to
fight H I can get an attorney."

.

·.

TIIE CANDYMEN will perform for a dance in the gym
beginning at 9 p.m. Saturday.
"The Candymeri" .are from
the Tampa Bay Area. Their
stage a c -t i o n practically
short-circuited . New York's
famed "Electric Circus."
Their final .being came
about during a tour through
E ngland where -they backed
up Roy Orbison. They also
have a contract ·with ABC
Records and an LP - "The
Candymen." The group is
presently winding up · an engagement at "Arthur's" in
New York City.
The group includes John R.
Adkins, (lead guitar), Billy
Gilmore (bass), ·. Bob Nix
(drums), Dean ("Ox") Daugherty (piano and organ), and·
Rodney Justo - the lead singer. Rodney is from Tampa
and graduated from Chamberlain High School.

*
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~:~~:~~n;(.S-undcjii::Night:

~:~s~::~:=~t
:
. _Z_ ,_
10r High and . contmued .t~1s ;:. '. ::: ,.
i ~ t e r e s t at Chamber}a./:~ . · The_first ca~p~s:.}Yide grad:
T ii E I R OU'l'STANDING
High. She won ~everal supeq•;.:· uate student mi:xe , for all de~ :&ECORD hits include the cur·?r rati_ngs in stat~ c?ntests .. ; parti:nents· will 'take plac~ . rent "Grow, Grow, Grow,"
and smce then has b~en Sunli,a y,.~~~-8 to-:',10 p.m. i~ and previous million-sellers
a-:v•a rded _ two scholarships. room 255-- and - the adjoining include . "I Miss You So,"
S~e would li~e to be_an opera patio tnOfq_e u .nJversity Center, "I'm on the Outside Looking
smger, and 1s also mterested The mixer is beino sponsored . Il),'\ and "Take Me Back."
by interested gr;duate stu
·
in'_teaching voice.
"Anthony and the Imperi'dents. Faculty is invited.
als" have played at most of
.
·~
· More than 2,000 graduate the major universities · and
students entered USF this colleges across the nation.
fall, this means more grad
Beginning. at 9 :30 p.m., in
students were on campus than
University Center Ballthe
stu::.
Freshmen. Many grad
dents · are part-time and-or room, gambling games, a
commuting students who have night club, professional jazz
little opportunity to meet stu- entertainment, hostesses, and
. dents outside their own de- refreshments will be the key
partments. Many full-time attractions of El Casino !
have voiced the
students
is planned to begin soon.
IN THE CTR Ballroom, will
"The purpose of the coffee same problem.
be "Maison de Lafitte" night
Because of the number of club with the "New Mark III
house is not only , entertainment. but dialogue and . in- students involved, .no invita- Trio" jazz combo enterteraction among individuals," . tioris are being .sent. This arti- ,taining: ·The "New Mark III
Bob· Haywood, UCF: chap- .cle serves as the chief' adver- Trio" has been performing as
_1 tisement. Refreshments will a group over two years and
.
lain, said.
The encourage of campus : be·served. Dress will be in,for- have done night club perforartists is another important mal. Admission is free.
mances.
For further information,
goal of the Broken String.
Iri CTR 255-56, 252, and 251
. · "Y:oung poets who writ~ an~ ,call Pat Williams, ext. 341 or
of chance including
games
want to express their poetry . Bob Whisnant ext. 357.
·r o u 1 et t e,
chuck~a-luck,
find the coffee house a place
will be
craps
and
blackjack,
Student Rights Bill
where they can," Charlie Wilcasino
real
with
featured
liams, a member of the stu"
money
(no
chips
and
tables
Today
Vi~wed
e,
B
·
.;ro
.
dent steering committee said.
exchanges).
He added', ·••we are searching
The Bill of Student Rights
The theme. for El Casino
'foi.,,•new. folk' singers on. cani- will be discus1,ed today in the
; pus ; we want to bring out tal- Theatre from 4 to 6 p.m. The this year is Mardi Gras and
American Idea class sched- the atmosphere will be continent." .: , ··
· ·The · coffee house may ex- uled for that time is spon- ued, _throughout. Admission is
. pand, to another night if re- _sortng, th!! discussion and in- 75 cen.ts per person -: · Stu- .
. spo'nse from campus talent is ·vites ,all · interested . faculty, dents with ticket stubs from .
n d .'students' tp attend. "Antho11y and the Imperials"
staffi'a,
lar.ge enorigli:
.

UCF -Coffee HolJse
Offers
. By KATnY LOWRY
Correspondent

idating students who f0r, the
last three years 'have cafried
peace and anti-war signs
along the parade route, He
said he wrote some of· tlie
__· _
signs himself.

pay only 50 cents agmission.

ADMISSION TO THE "Candymen" Dance is $1.25 per
student and $2 per public ticket.
Immediately preceding the
They have appeared on the . "Anthony and the,: Imperials"
Ed Sullivan Show, the Mike Concert Friday, tlie "Beads"
Douglas Show, t~e Merv Gr-if- will provide eptertainment. _
f.in Shd\\r, the To~ight Sl'l W, This is a returif ' eng-ager4enJ:. 7
the Joey Bishop Show, ,Kraft for the "Beacls''" ''af{e'r an 'iiff. I !
Music Hall, Today Show, and pearance at 'a UC sponsor:00 · · .
Entertainment. dance earlier tl\is quarter.
Operation:
·-· ~dgh.t -.C l u b performances
have ,inoluded the Eden Roc:r4i.a mi- Beach, F 1 am in g o
Hote}-I-;as V e g a s, Holiday
House-Cleveland, and Americ.a's Ri:iyal Box in New York
City. . "

~

,.

Jim .F air is taking on the
entire Tampa Police Depart·ment and Gasparilla Pirate
Krewe, all" for the cause of .
·
college st1.idents. ,
·Fair, Hillsborough County
supervisor of elections and
Tampa's most famous rights
fi-ghter, · ha,s sued in local
court to protect the right of
freedom of speech of students
who annually picket the Gaspa'. rilla. parade from the side, walk in front of his S. Fr-anklin Street store.
Fair said he sued to keep
the Tampa Police and the
Gasparilla Krewe from intim-

Extravaganza .. Weekend.
Begins This Friday

FRIDAY, will be the concert with "Anthony and the
Imperials," beginning at 8
p;m. in the Gym. AJso, "The
Beads,'' one of the Bay Area' s
top rock groups will perform.
Admission is $1.50 per USF
student, $2 per public ticket.
"Anthony and the 'Imperials" is coming to USF with a
tremendous record of bestselling, top-rated records and
albums, as well as an ext r e m e 1 y impressive backgrountl of television and night
club engagements.
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Girani:Jolii l!lesented
In .'Meei The.~Author'

The University Center Spe- Friday. This ,exhibW is being
cial Events Corimiittee will circulated· and · sold through
feature Reverend · Anthony . the courtesy · of Ferdinand
Girandola as the featured Roten Galleries of Baltimore,.
guest of the "Meet The Au- · Maryland. Call ext. No. 637
thor" program today at 2 for· further .purchase _informap'.m. · in CTR 252. Reverend tion.
Girandola is the Author of
The Most Defiant Priest and
was the first American priest
to announce openly that . he
The UC Movies Committee
was married. He· expresse.s
·his views regarding Church presents the last filrri. in the
doctrines and · Catholicism's Ingmar Bergman Film Festistand on clergy marriages val for Quarter· II, Thursday,
at 8 p.m. in the BSA. Tlie
with open candor.
movie classic is entitled "Port
He · has received quite a bit of Call" arid is concerned with
of publicity in past years for a down-to-earth story of a
his stand on certain clergy is- young gi r l's · unfortunate
sues. Reverend · Girandofa, promiscuity. Admission is 35
,presently resides in St. Pe- cents per ·person.
tersburg, Flo.r ida with his
family.

Filni Festival

Japanese Prints

UC Movie

"Doctor, You've Got To Be
is the feature film
Kidding"
"Con'
An exhibitqn entitled
Saturday, and
Friday,
for
Prints"
tempora ry Japanese
Sunday, at 7:30 p.m. in the
is presently being shown ,in BSA. This comedy explores
the University Center Gallery, ·the misadventures of a beautiCTR 108, now through Friday. ful young secretary who trie·s
All the prints on exhibi1; ar:e to · "break· away" from ·the
for sale and· prices _range regular office routine. Admission is 35 cents per person.
from less. than $10 up. The The movie stars Sandra Dee,
gallery is open from 8 a.~. George H a m i 1 t o n, and
until 5 p.m., Monday through : D\Va~e Hickman.

Drug· ,Series_.
The University Center Special .Events Comrµittee has
joined with the members of
WHAT (Women Here and
There) and 10 other USF departments an'd student organiZq.tions to present " To Dare
To Know" - a series .of programs featuring natiopally
known lecturers and speakers
on the subjects of drugs,
human sexuality, and ·- race
and minority gro11ps.
The series begins with a lecture on the "Drug Dilep-1ma"
by_ Dr. Sidney Cohen, who is
presently Director of the Center for Studi!:!S of . Narcotics
. and Drug Abuse, ·National Institute of Mental Health. This
· lecture will be at 2 p.m. and 8
·p.m ., the UC ~allroom, .next
Tuesday.
Next Wednesday, Mrs. Flor, fie Fisher, a drug addict for
·over twenty-three years, will
discuss her eX'periences as a
prostitute, drug addict, and
convict in a true and straightforwaril manner. Mrs. Fisher
· has spent a total of seventee_h
years as an ininate, and has
been arrested a total of 75
times. Her lecture will ,be at 2
..p.m. in the UC Ballroom next
Wednesday.

~
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Housing Waflt8d

'Total Education'?
,J.'

By RAY.ZOGORSKI :·
: ~fu.ff Writer · • ·, ·

Lq,'st in a series,:_';,'
,. .,
'
·.
UF started. ;with a : noble
goal, a desire •io make the
"housing program of the University . . . part of the total
, ,educational plan." They
,might have. failed somewhere
. along the·line.
. Because no state-. money 'is
allocated for housing a:nd food
.services, long-term bonding
arrangements had - to be

Those investigating housing
made, resulting in' a · housing vice, elimination of mandato- ' wouid ·be perfectly willing to
policy which is more restric- ry food plans, and installation . see other food• plans if stu- and food procedures now, be''tiv~ 'by comparison that ·most of another food service', on !lents'..would be willing to bear lieve a significant number- of
schools and a food plan .which •··campus td compete·with Mor- th'e · costs., It remains to be students· are living off campus
against housing regulations.
'l •seen if ;s.tudents will. .
·
. is constantly drawing fite.
risons.
Mea'riwhile,: i the n o r th This · repoi;ter easily: found
, R. C. King director of hous- · Kidd claims ,he has already Tampa area is experiencing a ' more than the four students
·ing and food, may be right . located such a food catering construction boom in ,•apart- the Dean of Men's office was
that most students .are $a.tis• . service which, for $1.63 more ment housing, much of which concerned about
, fied with the plan. Bµt Jhere per week can offer unlimited is _taken up by students while
On-campus housing is e,stiis a very , vocal minority second~ and a steak night De · Soto -hall is vacant. The mated from the enrollment
...
' ·
.,
, . Qnce a we~k. ;.
. which is ·unhappy. " .
univer,sity does have "a moral figures of those students who
Ki~g's. policy. has always COlllII}ittment to Fontana and are required to live on cam, Recently K.t.ppy Kidd '.got ,
..
over 2,000 resident students to ·ibeen, he has said, to provide De ·soto because we en~our- pus.
sign a petition calling fo:r. im- the best possible service for aged them to . build here,''
The procedure evidently
·
·
prove<;! -.food quality and .ser- the lowest cost, and that· he said -King.
doesn't consider violations as
'

,":J

• •,

a significant · figure. Apiirtments are viewed as a complement to the housing pr.ogram, not a possible source of
conflict to the ,housin& policy.
S_tudent~ 1!10Ve •off ,canipus
for many reasons. Kidd pointed out that a typical Andros
.suite allows each occupant
only 155 square feet of living
space, his,. apartment over
1000 _square feet,. He ;'ii1so pays
less ,than the 47 -pe'r month
and, does n9t nave· a ·common
bath, study area al).a°, hijllway
without privacy_." · ,~. . ·_

·Visitation hours were a
~tep, that if followed by open
hours, drinking in the dorms,
and other changes, might
. make 'the dorms more appeal~
1
.
·
'ing.
it 'doesn't look like the pollcy will change. The housing
policy, in King's words, is
used as a controlling factor in
the growth of !he University.
. : M o r e dormitories . ar¢
. planned for the future, at
· least after. .De Soto is filled
_· a,ncf the Administration . still
. believes that students are sat-

isfied. with the policy and
.
violations few.
It will. have to ·be seen
whether dissent ·against the
present policy will make itself
felt in reconsideration of the
housing policy as a part of the
"total educatiopal plan."
· Without a doubt, 'We have
some of the best housing facil1ties but it would be a shame
. if tio one wanted to use them,
. and a bigger ~hapie that th~y
: hay~ to fllll in discord ~th
· the UnivE;?rsity_tor .breaking· a
. policy which may be myopic.
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.Mexico Is Topic
Of Lecture Series
'
A free _illustrated lecture se- culture and industry
are· ·a11
ries will be presented by the part of Mexico. 'Th_ese var\btjs
Hillsborough Junior College in aspects of Mexico will be discooperation with the Tampa cussed in this series.
1
Public Library. It is hoped
"While Traveling through
that the end result of the film Mexico" is the title of the
lecture series will be' a better February 24 series. On March
unders tanding of our southern 3, "The People" will be discussec1 .
neighbors.
.
L. GLENN WESTFALL, ·the
Unlike a travelogue , the series will use slides as a media ·lecturer, be!mn his interest in
for explaining historical plac- Latin America when he ates and contemporary prob- tended the University of" the
lems discussed. An open peri- Americas in Mexico City.
od for questions will be held . Since then he has organized
s tudy program to Mexico;
after each lecture.
represented Ohio at a conferTHE SERIES will be held ence on Latin America held at
on Mondays through February the United Nations and Pan
24, 1969, at the Tampa Public American Union, and held
L:bra ry, 900 North Ashley ,slide and lectures series on
Street; from 8-9 p.m. Admis- Latin America for clubs and
sion is free. ·
organizations. He has a BA in
"The Many Mexicos" is the Sociology and Anthropology
concern of the February 17 ·from Kent State University,
lecture. Mexico has often and an .MA in History from
been -called the land of con- Arizona State.
trasts, the contrasts of r ich
For more information, cona nd poor, tropics and desert, tact Hillsborough Junior 'Colilliteracy and education, -agri- lege, 237-3383.

a

Mrs. Mendoza Wins $125 Award
Mrs. Lamatine Mendoza is the first recipient of a $125 award
for the State Awards Program. Monetary awards are presented to any state employe for suggestions which would increase efficiency, improve safety conditions and improve
working conditions. Mrs. Mendoza won the first prize (and
· the first at USF) for her suggestion of an instrument to elimirrate b.ending and stooping by the custodians.

International Students Plan
Open Parties On

f;idays

Partying is as international
as · music so there's no surprise the International Student Organization presides
over one of the newest campus blasts.
The , newly formed club
claims "dedication to better
U!lderstanding of people of all

cultures," in the words of
President Glrnzi R. Abeulhesn.
-The group figures one of the
best ways to foster this understanding is by throwing an
open-to-all party every other
Fr iday in the University
Chapel Fellowship. The next
one is· scheduled this Friday.
at 8 p.m.
Stude~ts from a dozen different countries have been attending the dance-film-talk affairs held in a cabaret atmosphere.
"One of our aims is for international and American stupr._Wesley Ford Davis, pro- dents to get to know each
fessor of English a.t USF, has other better." says Ghazi.
be:en named Visiting Profes- , There are currently 63 stusor in Literature at Florida dents from foreign countries
Presbyterian College in St. enrolled -at ·usF who expect to
return ·home . at the end of_
Petersburg.
.Davis will teach a nd lecture their studies. It is estimated
at Florida Presbyterian, and another 200 emigrant stuplans to return to USF during dents also attend the UniverQuarter III.
sity.

Davis Named
Visiting Prof.

.~ .,~,. ~.
•U · ~.,~.~
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James Hoffer Arrested
On Narcotics Charges

.~ ;f/&~,,

. .

.
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.
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3612 HEN DERSON BLVD. ot SWANN

MEN MAKE PASSES AT GIRLS
WHO WEAR GLASSES •• :; AND A
PROFESSIONAL HAIRSTYLE

""~ .A

FLETCHER AT 22n
PH_- 935-1400

•

He was arrested along with
two other individuals,
Hoffer was suspended in
November of 1967 for suspicion of theft. He appealed to
the Board of Regents and the
suspension was lifted in September of 1968. Hoffer said
that if he wins his case, he
pians to return to l.lSF Quarter II of 1970.

On Geophysics

.Prospec,tive
geophysicists
~_ppuld f Opcentr\l-Je. on math,
physics, ·and geology, Edward
Trapp, a geophysicist for Pan
American Petroleum, said at
the Geology Seminar last
Monday.
Trapp, who was also recruiting on campus, said, "We
train all of our people." He
added, "People who have the
best technical background
have the best chance to get
ahead."
Speaking to a group of
about 35 students and faculty,
Trapp explained the seismic
method- of projecting possible
oil deposits.
In stressing the importance
of the task of the geophysicist
Trapp pointed out that it costs
about $400,000 to drill a dry
well but only $40,000 a month
t o m .a k e seismographic
studies.
The next Geology Seminar,
next Monday, is scheduled to
feature J. C. Gould Director
1
of Natural Science and Mathematics at the St. Petersburg
Junior College, Clearwater
campus. He ·plans to speak on
"The Lunar Landscape."

CUBAN, PASTRAMI
& SUBMARINE·SANDWICHES
ALSO

SPAGHETTl"WITH MEAT SAUCE
PIZZA
. CHICKEN BOX
. . SHRIMP BOX

TOP'S SANDWICH SHOP
9228 56th St.

Davy, Have I told you lately
. . . ? Sharan
To my favorite friend I love
you: The Dum Dum Fish
I love you. Will you be my pillow. SAGM
Lydia Burget: Roses are bh1e,
violets are blue I love you Pooh poop pee doo
To D.M. and M.R. In Delta:New Orleans or bust Cs)? Your
tent-makers in Theta
Flo - Happy Valentine 's Day to
the prettiest sunflower on campus Jove, Frank
I will Punkin, I alwa;Ys will
To my Valentine who always
proposes when he's drunk! Love
you still, me
·

Alpha Epsilon Phi, your pledges
"Jove you! All GDI's, go Alpha
Epsilon Phi now! ! !

· WE SPECIALIZE IN .

"EAT IT HERE; OR TAKE IT OUT"

BCB: Thank you for my most ·
treasured gift - your humble
smile. Love B.S.G.

Nineteen-year-old Hoffer is
currently out on $2,500 bond
awaiting a preliminary heariµg oh Feb. 20.

Or FOUNTAIN DRINK
WHEN YOU TRY ONE OF OUR DEL·I CIOUS
SANDWICHES, OF ANY KIND

UNTIL FEB. 19

Pablo, You love for real, you
show the feel, of everything
that touches you. H.

DELTA ZETA WISHES · EV~
ERYONE A HAPPY VALENTINES DAY!

.:MILK SNAKE
OFFER GOOD

To WFE : Who looks like her little Alfie. Happy Valentines Day_.
Love Mark

James Hoffer, a freshman
at Hillsborough Junior College
and former USF student, was
arrested Saturday afternoon
on the Unlversity Center's
East Patio and questioned
about possess ion of LSD by
Hillsborough County narcotiG
agents.

</!if! :fot~ Trapp Speaks
•

•

Turtle : "June 28 foi·ever. All my
love, A.B.

Ph. 988-6559

';l'o all the Phase Brothers, from
the Alpha Epsilon Phi pledges:
M.K., W.B., P.H., L.F., G.W.,
A.T., 1969

JAMES HOFFER
••• ou,t on bond

'Security'
Numbers
Quarter Ill
To facilitate next quarter's
changeover from student
numbers to social security
numbers, all students who
don't have social security
numbers are requested to get
an application for one in the
Admissions office, ADM 264,
from Miss- Rose Maglinte or
Mrs. Dia ne Talone.i .. .,,.,. ·-,:!•
Social security numbers
for some 96 per cent of
currently enrolled students
have already been logged by
t he Registrar's Office, accor<ling to Cecil C. Brooks,
Systems Co-ordinator. He
said the Registrar's Office is
also requesting social security numbers from some-15,000
former USF students. ·
The new numbering system will go into effect with
Quarter III registration.

Miss

Congratulations to the Oracle
staff for courageous and accurate coverage of campus news.
Your reporting is fair and fearless, your ethics inspirational
even to the other Voice. John
Parker.
Sue H., May the sweetest girl in
the world have the nicest Valentine ever. J .P .F .
To· B.S.G., the nicest boy - be
:my Valentine - with whole
bunches love, B.C.B.
·

Julie· Taylor! A Happy Valentine to the dearest, hottempereq friend in the world.

Mike - I love you, I love you, I
love you. Yours now and ·always. Rosemarie

Mario , Polly : Lots of us like YOU
and I love you both! Hippy Val-

Brian: A very special Happy
Valentines Day from one pledge
to another. W.E .B.
Much love to the pledges of
Zeta Beta Tau. Luv always,
Martha

entine!

Dear God: Remove Hondas,
Greeks and poverty and Lutz
will love again - Phil
Seniors - elect - seniors. Bob
Meyer class vice-president.

Seniors
elect - seniors. Bob
Meyer, Class vice-president.

Hap_py Valentine a una rubiecita Llnda De Kappa te quiero .
Guess who?

Dear J .C.S., Are YOU ready
.· .. to be my Valehtine?. Love,
V.E.D.R.

M.K.: Be my Valentine, much
love W.E.
Marg : You'rl! a great secretary! CamPubs couldn't operate
without you! - A.M.S.
I love you because you're: Romantic. Invaluabl'!, ConcernM .
Kind. Yours; Connie
W.J.D: Believe that things are
not re&.Jly what they seem. Ani- ·
ta's ·Friend.
Jill '.K. Johnson, I Love You.
Yesterday, tOday and tomorrow.
Paul loves Kathy Starford very
much.
· Alpa Tau Omega fraternity
wishes its little Sisters Happy
Valentines Day.
Seniors - elect- seniors. Bob
Meyer, class vice-president.
Fred Tibbs Love 4S265

Light my firtJ!

Lynn remember the Alamo.
And the way we skipped over to
Mexico. 'Twas a gas.
To B.E.U: Campbell the best
redl:Jead of all. Happy Valentines Day. Jim Campbell.
Seniors - elect - seniors. Bob
Meyer, class vice-president.
To Sharon: May you enjoy all
the fruits of life . . . namely
Dudley· Mickey
Lynn,. my sexy su_perchick. I
must fondle you again, your
thwarted Rhesus, John.
Frankie : 143 - and even more forever • Deb

Reserved for the gods. Wa.s lt
not perfect then? . .. . or are we
gods? E.J .
It was beautifu l and perfect, but

beauty and perfection are

Happy Valentines Day :Pike little sisters, Marcel, Liz, Lynn,
Becky, Caro, B.J., Linda
t
Happy Valentines Day Pike lit•
tJe sisters, Eddyse, Debby
:Donna, Sherry.
·
'
Pluto - I'll give you more than
a triple dip! Love - Yum,
Yum.
Rosemarie S'.
Passion.ate
Possessions Promoted Progressions Beyond the Limits of My
Obsessions . . .
Happy ' Valentine's Day to ·m y
saucy little tart. Love, the
D.N.M.O.M.
Happy Valentine 's Day to my
sweetpuss. Love, anything you
say dear.
Ellen - To the swetJtest, cutest,
best-looking girl on campus. Roland.
.
I
My love for you is like the
warts of spring, j;he lurching
slug .. . Cro-Mag
"Keeza me Eddie" Happy Valentine's Day. From a load!
The Sig E ps of Mar-Jo extend a · .,
Happy Valentine to the Little
Sisters.
GODF REY DANIEL - YOU
LOVE IT, YOU LOVE IT!

Attention: Mark Kitman - he's
MY Brucie, and don't you forget
it!

I love you Terrill E. Ford.
Pumpkin.

Dear Vicky, Wow! You're something! D.on't change.! Love, Art

Fudge - Baby, you da one. You
weally turn me on. Kev.

Wife - either the dog stays imt
of our bed or I do! Final warning!! U No Who
..

Happy Valentine's Day to the
brothers of Pl Kappa Alpha your Little Sisters.
:.

Barb "Let us go a very little
beyond the last road - there's
something to be found.. - With
love - Ted. ·

Oracle Eds - Don't let Ben's
Brownies get you down! We like
the Ora"Cle ·as it is!

Bill Corry - Happy Birthday
and Jots of love, love, love.
From me to you.

To Bob: I miss you. Happy
Valentines Day. All my love,
Patti.

Well, gang. It's that tim~ of
'year again - God bless Bo Diddley & Dr. Kelly.

'.

Aegean

Election Set
For Today
Today USF students will.be
voting for their next Miss Aegean. Voting will take place in
the University Center from .9
a .m. to 3 p.m. in tables set up
for that purpose.
·
P hotographs of the Miss Aegean candidates will be on
display next to the tables.
The ten girls selected by the
students will go through two
nights of judging. Tonight five
girls will be selected as semifinalis ts.
Thursday night Miss Aegean will be selected and Friday
evening during the intermission of the Anthony and the
Imperials Concert, s he will be
presented to the student bo_dy.

✓

.

' .

RECORD SALE!

·TOP NAMES

BOOKENDS
SIMON & GARFUNKEL
includ ing:
Bookends Theme / Overs
Fakin' lt / Old Friends
A Hazy Shade of
W inter

Hartshorne
Here Friday
Dr. · Charles Hartshorne,
professor of Philosophy at t~e
University of Texas, will be
on campus to speak to stu- •
dents and faculty on "The
Aesthetic Matrix of Metaphysics."
A graduate from Harvard
University, Dr. Hartshorne
has taught at Chicago, Stan. ford, Emory, a nd Goethe Universities.
He was president of Western Division of American Philosophy and President of the
Metaphysical · S o c I e t y of
America.
He is the a uthor of "The
Logic· of P erfection," · and
"The Divine Relativity," · arid
published numerous a rticles
concerning Metaphysics a nd
the P hilosophy of Religion·.
Dr. Hartshorne will speak at
FAH 236, Friday, at 4 p.m .

BEST SELLING
ALBUMS
' STOCK UP WITH THE BEST BUY OF THE YEAR.

SPECIAL

BONUS
l1JLL
COLOR
POSTER

INCLUDED

Middle East, An
0R l\.C LE ·

Absurd Major

~
~ r:sJ ~
· 4- U, of South Florida, February 12, 1969

Power Conflict ·

EDITOR IALS AND COMMENTARY

Since June of 1967 the middle east has
been in a stat_e of .war. That amounts. to
two years of War, undeclared.

USF Leads In Student Rights
The Bill of Student Rights
passed by the Student Governme nt
(SG) legislatw-e Jan. 31 could
make USF the leader in student
power and responsibi lity in the
South.
The bill comes up for student
referendu m Feb. 26 and it is the
duty of each student at this Univer•
sity to vote yes.
, President Allen pledged his en•
. dorsemen t to the bill, subject to
student referendun i-, if the legislature accepted his revisions to the
amended bill, which they did. Most
his additions require students to
s~ek administr ative or faculty adyice before a cting under some of
tlie bill's provisions . .

of

IF THE STUDENTS were to
yote this bill d·mvn in the referendum, it would mean scrapping a
bill that both students and faculty
had been able to agree on and one
.which President Allen felt he could
work with within Board of Regent's Manual requireme nts and
. s.tate statutes.
This bill insures for the student
his inalienabl e rights, while not
disturl;lirig the University 's right to
regulate "the free propagatio n of
know1edge."
The bill also grants the student
his "participa tory status in the
University . . . in the spirit of the
federal constitutio n . . . in every
University area which requires
some responsibi lity of them."

the right to establish a student
pr ess . subject only to statutes,
Board of Regent's Policy and those
regulation s imposed upon publications by a student.fa culty board."
The rights the bill protects are:
"the right of · a cce;ss to . written
statement s of all education al policies, curricular activities, or other
regulation s to which students shall
be held responsibl e by the State
Board of Education , Board' of Regents, the University Administr ation, faculty, staff, or Student Government.

"fflE RIGHT TO review their
personal records and to chaUenge
statement s contained therein, subject to legal restriction s . . . free
from double jurisdictio n . . . the
right to due process."
The effect of the bill will be determined by the means used to put
it into effect. Some legislators did
not feel that the bill went far
enough on particular s. These problems will have to be worked out,
but the wording in tl1is "bill leaves
many avenues open.
The , Oracle believes in a." student-r un press, but not one controlled by elected officials or students not associated with. the
paper. We fee] we can work with
the section on student .press in implementin g the type :of , press we
'·. ·
desire.

Oh, Marsha Will You

Bill: Non-Nege>tiable

4~···,
;, ~...::

?estigatin g committee on · campus
umest smacks of J olms.
THIS IS JUST plain unneces} The Johns committee bounded
sary meddling into areas under
1onto Florida campuses in 1965,
university authority. Academic
-:tent on hunting down sexual perfreedom cannot be limited by po•!
,verts, Reds, atl1eist~. and salacious
litical interests.
literature.
University Chancello r Robert
The Sarasota state r epresenta- Mautz has said, " The danger altive told The Oracle Sunday night ways is that investigat ions provide
a m agnet ' and a focus for those
that •he was not undertakin g a
~ itch hunt and that no punit ive a c- people who are seekfng issues arid
1ion · would be taken except where , yo.u 'are likely therefore to invite
violations were found.
, '.-!Civil
the very trouble you're seeking to
·f
avoid."
~. HE SAID HE was hunting for
This is exactly what's happen,
c auses and how student unrest was
Mr. Tillman is adding acaing.
handled. He hoped to begin by
freedom to his origina:l issue
demic
questionin g the Board of Regents
unrest. ·
campus
of
·and the administra tions of the varMR. TILLMAN'S ·concern over
ious state universitie s.
campus unrest is based on assump- ·
But Monday , t he Associated
Press quoted Mr. Tillman as say- tions that Dr. Mautz a nd Burke Kibing his committee ·would get into . 1ler, chairman of the Board of Regents, say do not exist. University
the area of academ ic freedom, a
concept challenged by .the .Johns officials are informed on the situation and it is their responsibi lity to
committee .
it.
handle
"I think we can go too far with
Tillman says he would hope
Mr.
academ ic freedom when a professon, when ready for col•
his
that
something
sor gets up and teaches
be subject ·to controls
would
lege,
contrary .to doctrjnes of our govby university offidals; ·
This. is exactly ·the "in loco parentis " attitude that causes student
unrest.
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BEN BROWN

The new Bill of Student Rights is a
statement of certain minimal necessary,
non-negotiable princ;iples .which make a
student's participation in · an academic
environment more personally meaning•
ful. We who proliosed it are requesting
that a student have as much control over
the conduct of his own life on campus as
is possible under law and Board of Re•
THE SG .EXECUTIVE Branch gents' policy.
has made a good start at impleThe most important principle con•
a
selecting,
by
·bill
in the :am is that students should
the
tained
menting
s
a
BILL,
D
COMBINE
THE
participate in every decision made on
written by the SG committee head- well-round ed committee to discuss
any level which shall require responsibilprocedures : two elected represened by Sen. Ben Brown and as reity of them, and that they, by the same
tatives, one resident ' hall officer,
vised by President Allen, is a good
democratic logic, sh~uld have complete
two publicatio n .memb.e1~· and two
bi]); not radical, but innovative ;
over those kinds of regulations
· control
not res tricted by particular s, but members of the judicial branch.
for which only they are responsible for
Thanks to the skill oU,G Presi;
.
.e otnprehen sive and foresighted.
obeying.
Scott Barnett in working with
dent
control
This idea IS the Bill of Student
student
in
~ Increases
the president and to :t~ willing- · Rights.
that the bill grants a re : "A duly
ness of President AUen ·to come
;constitute d student board shall
. EVERY ARTICLE of the Bill is a res•
down from his office' ancL speffk to . tatement of this principle ·and an appli•
·n a ve the r esponsibil ity for deter•
his students as he himself said, to . cation of it to specific areas such as stu.pl\Bing limitations upon organized
dent organization~. a student press, hoUS·
student groups . . . students shall dispel r umm;s of his antagonis m,
h ~ye the· right to personal privacy ;.. the legislators were ab1e- to vote 011.:, ing an'i:} food and personal recordli,
. ,Sin !!'t ill~~,ajgh.t;s,,.~ ,b Mtx~.-rep,r~
~ cl the rig!1t to determ_ine the ~OFI- ·_=,a ' .bHfth ey knew . wo)~J.a .; '·d o some·tbe MINIMAL necessary guarantees
sent
·
·
·
:auct of their personal lives subJect thmg.
you,
·fu
goes
issue
the
26,
Feb.
student
and
~-0 existing statutes
·
the students.
;regulations ... Students shall have

:~: · Investigation S11Jacks Of Johns
.that's going too far,"' Mr.
fr Rep. Jim Tillman's proposed in- '~rnment,
·
Tillman said. ·

The Israelis in the Six Day War of
1967 captured land that had formerly
been held by· the Arab nations of Egypt,
Iraq, Jordan and Syria and took back
. the holy city of Jerusalem.' The holdi9g
by Israel of these lands is now the subject of the current tension a nd war
status in the mid east.
In recent weeks the Four Powers
have agreed that indeed something must
be done to stop the crescendo now building to another full scale Arab-Israeli
bloodletting.
The Russians have gallantly begun
the recent talks about a settlement. Orie
reason tbat the Russians could be so
eager to get the conflicting parties to the
conference table is that since the 1967,
when Israel destroyed the vast RussianValent ine?
Be
Arab army, that the Russians have com•
pletely reequipped the peace•loving
Arabs.
On the part of Israel they have made
almost daily raids into the Jordan Valley
and have . on occasion made forays
across to the east bank of the Suez Canal
into Egyptian territory.
The terrorism on both sides continues
day by day and there is no immediate
end in sight. And so it has now come to
the Four Powers, who helped create the
explosive situation in the area with bil·
some responsibility of students so that lions in arms, to come up with a formula
for democratic participation, they cannot
·
they do not conflict with the Bill's prin• for a try at lasting peace.
be subject to compromise, or to negotia·
ciples.
'
tions which may lead t o compromise. To
Most everyone agrees that there must
The responsibility for the interpreta•
compromise any of these principles.is to
a settlement but the question is, if Is•
be
fall
shall
tion and application of the Bill
imply that they were not minimally nee•
accepts the plan to return lands
rael
into the hands of appropriate student
essary at all.
during the six-day war will that
captured
responhave
shall
groups. These groups
Rule making, on whatever level, is a
sibility in specific areas - housing, stu•
drawing of behavioral boundaries. A line
dent organizations, the press, ,e tc. for
is drawn which represents the extent to
restructuring (with Administrative ad•
which one party may impose on another.
vice) present regulations, and even more
To make the line a subject of negotiation
importantly, the way regulations are
between the two parties is not to draw a
made, so that they are in keeping with
line at all.
the ap_groved Bill.
THIS BILL REPRESENTS our line,
THE BILL, in its present form, repre•
·the boundary of possible imposition upon
our activities. If an institution cannot , sents .the logical extension "of student
power ..to the borders of statute and
guarantee basic rights which allow rea•
Board ..of Regents' policy. As it stands, it
sonably free and democratic participa•
is a tribute to those few who held tena•
tion, then I personally question the right
ciously to their ideas in a long struggle
of that institution to exist at all.
with their more conservative peers and
. President (John S.) Allen, it seems,
with the cynical underlings in the admin•
has expressed his willingness to consent
staff.
istrative
If
change.
substantial
to our Bill without
The president's endorsement is a tes•
the Bill is passed by the Student Body
JERRY STERNSTEIN
timony to their dynamic effect and, it
and signed by the president, it becomes
,
.
those
of
face
the
in
slap
a
me,
,to
seems
and
a kind of contract between students
.,
.
.
.
;
.
'
'
.
guessed
second
Vf{!O, ~a"ie, so IUlsJakeryy.
the president, a basis for ' shaping all
.' . . ·, ·., · , ··, ,'. ••: .:i. return include Jerusa.l~m, which the Is-~
''
Hirn: "
rules" '. and regulations which demand
: . -,raelis have vowed never to leave again?
--If the Russian proposal does include that
.provision then it is assuredly doomed to
,,
··"
•
·:·
.
• 1-,
, . :failure.
· Will the Arab states agree to the exisa
Mario Garcia
·: tence of Israel as part of th~ peace plan?"
" Tliis portion of the plan is "the part that
· •· · ·
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Polly

·Youth··-Fares-:. Discriminate?
American youth, especially students,
are being ~ken advantage of by a. few
corporation s, They .may lose their airline
. youth.fare discounts because of com~·
plaints by several bus companies.
Civil Aeronautics Board examiner Ar•
thur Present n,iled that tlie discounts .are
"unjustly discriminatory" against pas•
sengers who must pay full fares only be•
cause they don't fall within the age
group offered the youth reductions.
THE EXAMINER'S decision is sub•
ject to review by the board. In the pa:;,t,
the CAB has upheld youth fares as a le.
gitimate way to promote airline traffic.
The board's action .eventually. could at-·.
feet ,other. d.iscount;' fareif;: ~uch' as dis·
counts offered :·. to families traveling on
air carriers.
The youth fares were challenged by
National Trailways ·Bus System, a trade··

1!:::·

~:/g::~d ~~~
. p~ace in the middle east.
.. -~· With these proposals and counterproposals we witness the middle east
today in turmoil, and each day could
ORTEGA y GASSET mentions that in,· -~].'ing a· reopening of full scale hostilities.
" Unrest rampant in California col- in Europe and America the population
the disturbances caused ·by lack of food, , · The Four Powers now nearing at
·has tripled in numbers. Out of this, Orteleges"
the mob goes in search of bread, and the least the first agreement, that .their
ga y Gasset says, has risen the pheno•
"San Francisco State College seeth·
it employs is generally to wreck ·should be peace in the middle east, have
means
man.
mass
the
menon of
ing"
also been somewhat hypocritical irt their
bakeries.
the
As we read about the violent actions
"Students hold 34 College Staff Hos•
recent decisions.
most
actistudent
what
to
similar
this
Isn't
of the so.called "student activists" and
tage at San Fernando Valley State."
who has long sold Israei
France
want
hey
t
,
what
obtain
to
today
do
vists
concepts
On
··obscure
such
Demands
for
Out
their claims
"SDS Rally Spells
the Arabs led the Israefight
to
planes
best
The
rs?
administrato
university
from
.
FSU"
as "student power''. and "participatory
that they would continue
believe
to
)is
is
freedom"
"student
accomplish
to
way
y
Ortega
quote
to
help
can't
status", we
them planes. Last year they
THERE ARE FAMILIAR headlines
.Gasset, who predicted rebellion when lby burning a building or using other selling
al•
newspapers
contract with the Israeli governa
our
of
made
on the front pages
violence.
of
means
revolt.
dared
few
very
most'everyday.
Ortega Y Gasset had something to say ment for $100•million dollars in planes.
"THE CHARACTERISTIC of the ' about democracy. He_ points out th~t .,· This year however, after the Israeli govThey are the signs of the time, just
hour," he writes, "is that the common• under the shelter of liberal democratic ernment had already paid for the
like the fantastic accomplishments of
place mind, knowing itself to be com· man in his race to conquer the moon.
principles, minorities could live and act. planes, France decided that they would
monplace, has the assurance to proclaim ·We may . see that taking place in this not deliver.·'Instead they sold munitions
· It is am'azing, however, that ~hese
to Saudi Arabia and Jordan.
the rights of the commonplace and to country today.
20th Century phenomena, like man's
trips to, the moon and the violent activi• impose them wherever it will."
Russia after deploring , the Arab.
AT THE RECENT inauguration of
ties of students in our campuses, are not
Ortega y Gasset implies that .while
war in 1961, proceeded to re.µ-m
Israeli
was
capital
nation's
the
Nixon,
President
as new as we think. J ules Verne, the
minority groups.'begin to separate from
in the following years so that
Arabs
tlie
and
ors
<,lemonstrat
anti-war
by
invaded
French writer- and founder of modern
the mass and prepare to r ebel, the aver• peace marchers. Some Qf the pacifists once again Nasser could pledge to
science fiction, spelled out .man's voyage
age mass man hesitates to believe that
signs insulting the new Presf "crush Israel."
to" the moon in one of his early works; • the minority who rebels will get any• carried
The United States has "kept the bal•
if these "peace" loving
wonder
I
dent.
mass refuses to listen.
BELIEVE IT OR NOT, student re•· . where. The
creatures could get away with some of a.nee of power" its own way in th·e mid•
"Even today," says Ortega y Gasset, their favorite tactics in a Communist ic dle east by supplying from time to time
volts, or revolts in general, received
are a few men who doubt that
"there
in
published
book
a
in
Jordan· with planes, rifles and tanks and'
splendid coverage
.
country ??? ·
motorcars will in five years' time be
1930 1by. a Spanish philo~opher and es•
So, here again, the Spanish intellectu- Israel with the same planes and tanks.
more conforta"tile and cheaiper than
sayist little known to Americans J ose
al is-comple!ely right when he says "old And if that is not enough, all this time 3today. They ·believe in this as they be•
.
Ortega y Gasset.
democra~y 1s .tempered by a ~enerous billion dollars iri economic aid has gone
lieve -that the sun will rise in the morn• dose of llberaJ1sm and of. enthusiasm for • to Egypt Syria Iraq Lebanon Saudi
Ortega y Gasset centers his book
'
'
Arabia add Israei.
around the fact that in ~he last 100 years, ing."
law."
How does the average member of the
· The British are in this too, as .they
"mass" react · to the violence going on supply tanks, rifles and planes to Jordan
around him? According to Ortega y Gas• and Israel and American•designed anti•
Weave r
set the average man doesn't listen, aircraft rockets to . . Syria, Yes, yo1.1
doesn't concern hims.elf with what sur- guessed it, to shoot down the p1ai1es they
. rounds hiin. "Why should he listen if he sell to Israel.
has · withiri ,him all that is necessary?"
The absurdity of this arms equalizing
'
asks Ortega y·Gasset. ·
game has resulted in three Arab•Israelis.
SO, \VllJLE TUE activists accomplish wars in twelve years and over 5,000·
Perhaps age alone isn't a valid
association of bus companies and by
deeds f or their cause every hour, deaths.
greater
would
status
·
TCO Industries Inc., formerly Tranl,coi:i1:i: , . distinction, but a student
will undoubtedly
who
man,
average
th~
:
old
year
18-21
the
to
··opposed
as
valid,.
·
·
,·:
Inc.
System
nentar-:aus
Now these same powers who played
who- is: .working full-time. Even those be affected 'by the , accomplish ments of
At the long it:iye·stigation ieading up to
with the middle east have
monopoly
is,
He
intervene.
not
does
activists,
the·
people within this category working usu•
Examiner· Present's 83-page decision,
their game to map.making. Let
switched
blind
him,
describes
Gasset
y
Ortega
as
equivalent
salary
a
command
ally do not
U.S. airlines were split on the issue. Of
us hope· they have more .success at this ·.
and deaf.
the _24 carriers offering the youth · dis• to older adults.
game.
These same people who are blind and
ONLY WITH youth-fare discounts are
counts, 14 supported them and 10 either
the .passengers within this category deaf now, while the activists burn, de· opposed them or didn't take a position,
equal to other passengers. Some youth- stroy and use violence to . proclaim
Present said.
peace, will . regret their blindness . and
fares are still stand-by which is a further
followed
. PRESENTS · DECISION
deafness !jOrnetime or another.
privilege.
t!Je
on
·restriction
court
closely the opinion of the Federal
It just happens that one cannot con•
Unless the board decides ,to . review
. Letter
that ordered the CAB investigation. It
be.
ly
an entire generation of a 'maligvin,ce
automatical
will
it
decision,·
the
be
should,
had held that fares generally
nant disease taking it over until the
come effective in 30 days, from the mid•
The .Oracle welcomes letoffered on an equal basis.
spe•
a
has
damage is alre·ady done.
Union
Western
January.
of
die
are
fares
ory
ters to the editor. Afl letters
Although discriminat
As Ortega ·y Gasset puts it: "The
cial opii1tcii:i:•telegram that can be sent ~o
vali<,l tct promote specific -segments of. the
m ust be signed arn;l kept below
student's
a
is simply 'withou~. morality,
to
charged
rn.ass•man
and
n
congressme
'
the
·
said;
passenger rriar~et, Present
words.
350
which is .always in gssence, a sentiment
youth fares are . unJUStly discriminatory hom·e telephone.
of submission ,to something, a conscious•
Students should present their opinions
because age alone isn't a .valid distinction
·
·ness of service and obligation." ·
on this subject.
between passengr rs.
1
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Dear Editor:
About Your
Chimpanzee • • •
By ERNIE GUTIERREZ
(Frequently, The Oracle receives letters to the editor which
are .not printable, for one reason or another. However, in an enlightened atmosphere, such as prevails at USF, The Oracle
feels these letters may provide insight into the true roots of student dissatisfaction a,t USF, provide in effect a minority report.)
DEAR EDITOR:
.
I was parking my car in the fountain on Crescent Hill when
a security officer told me to move it or he would break 'both
my hands. When I refused, he did.
Editor's note: The above letter was unusable first for the
outrageousness of the charge so blatantly leveled against one of
the fine members of th•a USF campus security force. Obviously
it is untrue. And also, the letter in its original form was thoroughly illegible. And it is not the policy of The Oracle to accept
a footprint as a signature.
DEAR EDITOR:
'Recently I was studying in my dorm room when I was savagely attacked lby a surly giant roach; Can't something be done

about this?
Editor's note: This is obviously just another cheap slur on
the quality of housing.at South Florida. And the charge of giant
surly roaches is blatant fabrication. We found the roach who
delivered the letter to be quite affable.

DEAR EDITOR:
What is wrong with The Oracle?
Editor's note: Here, obviously, is another cheap slur. It is
difficult to answer such questions, What for example is
"wrong?" What is "is?"
DEAR EDITOR:
What is wrong with USF?
1,1:ditor's note: What is "USF?"
DEAR EDITOR:
A chimpanzee with a blunt pencil could produce a better
paper than The Oracle,
Editor's note: Our chimpanzee is doing the best he can. But
he prefers ball point pens.
Dear Editor: An. orangutan with gout could produce a better paper than The Oracle.
Editor's note: Our chimpanzee resents that.

Editorial Was Restrained
EDITOR:
Congratulations on writing a
very restrained editorial on
Tatelman's Free Press. However, I am afraid you committed one of the sins you attrib-

uted to Tatelman - name
calling.
Funny how the phrase "poisonous free press" just happened to slip out, isn't it?
LESLIE TAYLOR
3EJR

BIG··JOHN'S -

FBI Infiltrates Campus
(The Oracle is currently the facts on .this rumor soon.)
looking into this matter and DEAR EDITOR:
will publish a news story with
It has come to my attention

that the student body of USF
may be infiltrated by agents
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Ernie Rapped

Just what their intentions
are at this moment seem to
be obscure. However, rumor
has it that investigations are
underway and that the targets
of these investigations are
members o f the S o c i a 1
Science faculty.

DEAR EDITOR:
· I am perplexed by the article in last week's Oracle
where Ernie Gutierrez wants
to fight for his rights and to
have people in politics, not
politicians. This young man,
like many others - and like
myself when I was young is overwhelmed 'by the injustices in life.
For the last few years, as
he has been emerging from
adolescence, he has been noticing many things in life that
are not .fair or just and he is
going to fight to stamp them
out here at USF.

Turn Liberals On?
DEAR EDITOR:
tion and then apply his knowlMr. Mario Garcia's editorial edge to remedy whatever
on Conservatism, being risky made him act in the first
would have some merit if you place. The liberal, however,
consider that he did little re- would rather rally to a cliche,
living or otherwise, than try
search on the subject.
He starts with the idea that and define the problem and
the conservative label is an its possible solutions.
When Mr. Garcia talks of
undesirable category a n d
therefore the conservative liberal discrimination as a
student is forced to repress possible repressive means, he
his feelings. This is a mistak- badly underestimates t h e
en notion. The label, Conser- conservative undergraduate's
ability to analyze in formation
vative, is a clue.
By definition, moderate, not and judge its worth. He finds
extreme, the conservative stu- certain Chemistry profes•
dent is not brash, boisterous, sor's views quite quaint.
As to the stereotype conseror as obnoxious as his liberal
counterpart. He has nci need vative, he is a figment of the
to be. It is one thing to com- Imagination of the stereotype
plain; another to do some- · liberal. Neither · exists as the
last campaign has proved.
thing.
.
Liberals backed . ConservaT H E
CONSERVATIVE
tives and vice versa.
would rather assess the situaWHEN THE STEREOTYPE
of "mentally retarded" was
hung on the Conservative,
there was no outcry such as
the one heard when the liberALABAMA
als were called "hippies" simBAR-Bply because the Conservative
QUE
considers it undignified to engage in · defamation.
The fear of ridicule )Jas
never been a factor in./ 1!Jui
conservative stuq_ent's coll~ge .
career: A little more research
would have unearthed the fact
that the Conservatices on
campu~ ..yere quite active during the past election campaign. They had one of their
college. colleagues running for
a · sea t in the State Legislature.
This was not as unique as it
seems, since · Florida State

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

trying to make things better,
yet they are causing some of
the major troubles in the
country. With the confusion
and noise of this minority
bothering our elected representatives, how can they
concentrate on the real problems at hand?
I · assume ' that everyone
knows the effective way to
bring about reform or useful
legislation is by artful use of
persuasion through speaking
and writing. People who are
influenced must be shown that
change is needed and that a
well thought-out, workable solution has been found.

I can only surmise that
these investigations pertain to
some alleged un-American activity. This of course, since
these operatives are in the
classroom, . must be in the
words these people are saying.
Within a few years after the
birth of this great institution
of learning there were similar
investigations. These were
conducted by the John's Committee and the stigma of its
action has continued to plague
this campus.

To say, "we are fed like
also had a Conservative can- lacked experience. This will
pigs, housed like cattle, and
didate from their student not be true the next time.
We have heard lately of stu- patrolled and controlled like
body running for the same
So Mr. Garcia, try not to dents with similar viewpoints infants," is certainly not a
State Legislature. Neither look dmyn your · nose at us at other universities causing platform to persuade a thinkcandidate won, but few liber- "mentally retarded" students. ·contusion a n d . disrupting ing person. There are too ·
als won in that election either, We try so hard to maintain things for their · fellow stu- many . intelligent students on
THE FACT of the matter is, · the academic standards to in- dents who are trying to get . this campus for that!
that the Conservative students sure that you liberals have a their education.
DATEN K. WARNER
felt strongly enough about place to get a decent educaThey say they are seriously
Draftsman, Physical Plant
what was happening to try tion.
and do something about it.
Just let us be thoughtful,
They did not, however, just sit studious, religiously oriented,
a round a nd make noises about and we will try to supply the
how badly they were being scientis ts and chemists necestreated or what a dirty deal sary to develop and manufcthey were being handed when ture new types of chemicals
they lost. The conservative to turn you Liberals on.
students put all they had into
KURT TESH
wha t they were doing but they
4 CHM

Of course everyone must remember Dr. Robert Golastein
who resigned · last year. His
resignation was the result of
words said in the classroom.
Now again in 1969 it appears
that words are leading · to · the
destruction of otp.er men.
·
I appeal' to your reason! I
a ppeal to your sense of a
higher right than such clandestine actions as having oper- '.
atives of the FBI spy · on our
professors within the sa:cred
bounds of our classroom.
If there are · charges to !Je:
made·, let-them be made. Let
these men be brought to .trial
for their words. Let them be
tried by a jury of their peers:
But I appear to you·, to your
reason; do · not let the John' s··
Committee come alive. Do not
let another Goldstein be t aken·
from you in the silent of the,
night. '
.

EDWARD FOLKES
i POL

GET OFF ·THOSE FEET! ·
Try A '69 Mustang

Griffin ·Article Gets
Student's Suppport
I must agree with Mr. Grif- not have paintings (by stufin's article "U.S.F. Campus dents and faculty alike) and
Dehumanizing," which argued green plants inside the classthat the physical setup at USF room instead of a bare conin terms of distance is uncom- crete wall?
monly desolate.
IT'S TIME for tl]e living,
- This is especially appa rent
bot the dead - a'nd those
when our ·c ampus is com- classrooms
at USF · are cerpared with the ·p hysical s urtainly dead. Why don't we
roundings of other colleges have suitable accomodations
and universities. (University for students to meet a nd talk
of Florida, FSU, University of in. The University
Center cofTampa and Rollins College, to fee shop is just not able to
name a few in Florida alone). handle any sizable student
Consider the absence of art gathering. With the new dorm
forms between buildings here visitation rules, and the mass
at USF. There are no statues exodus . to off-campus apart_and few· fountains to please ·ments, USF students will bethe eye. Also, there is the
come even more isolated from
conspicuous lack of green foli- one another.
age (trees, sculptured hedgIn numbers, there is power
es, etc.) a 1 o n g the endless and we need to unify a nd besidewalk mazes that stretch come a "student body" rather
. out over our campus.
than many isolated cliques,
THESE MAZES might beck- clubs, a nd individuals.
I propose a student facility
on wayward airplane pilots
down or seem intrinsicly in- committee be created specifiviting from 1000 feet up but cally for investigating and
since I don't fly to class I re- acting upon the causes of stuceive little artistic a pprecia- dent anomie a nd apathy at
USF. The time to act is now.
tion from them .
KENMAGIO
I differ with the recent a rti8UNA
cle by La rry Hubert (Oracle,
Jan. 15) concerning the problem of dista nce at USF
and Dehumanization. Hubert
wrote "a nyone who considers
distance between buHdings in
creating dehumanization in an
individual didn't have much
humanism to spa re to begin
with."
I contend however , that students who a re perceptive and
sensitive enough to "feel" the
sterility and complete absense
of art forms (including green
foliage) as they \valk the distances from one class to another possess more huma nism
than the people who cannot
recognize the unfortuna te deficit in artistic display at USF.
The need is evident, yet some
people stiU cannot see the forest, because there a re no
trees, at least not at USF.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

N. DALE MABRY '

3319 FLORIDA AVENUE

66 Chevy Caprice, ............ $172 .1 .50

'51 Ford, . . . . • • • • . • . . . . . . . • • . . . • . . . $99

1

2-dr. sedan, blue, V-8, automatic.

V-8, auto., power steering, fa ctory air, rad/heot, white walls, bucket seats, console.
·

1

66 Kharma nn Ghia...... .. .. . . . . $139 5

convertible , It. blu e/dk. blue top, love ly little car;

'63 Galaxy 500 XL, ............ $793.80
V-8, auto., powe r stee ring/bra kes, fa ctory air,' buckej seats, conso le, white walls, wh~~I ~gvers.

TIME SAVERS WITH A HEART

MEMBER F.DJ.C.
What doe-s a che~king
account give youl ·

OPEN A CHECKING ACCOUNT
TODAY

EXCHANGE BANK
9385 - 56th St.
988-1112

OF

TEMPLE
TERRACE

LARRY HUBERT'S article
·Continued: "If one feels he
walks five miles a day between classes perhaps the
trouble lies in his necessity to
do a little more walking."
It was my unders tanding ,
however, that .at USF the accent is on learning - not
walking. If Larry Hubert feels
that students should walk
more and complain less, then
I suggest he sta nd s till long
enough to perceive the desola te environment he hurries
through so often.
Concerning a rchitecture, I
feel that some of the buildings
here a t USF resemble bunkers. What 's wrong with glass ?
This is Florida , the land of
sunshine ; why not let some of
it in the buildings instead of
constru.cting concrete crypts ?
Even the classrooms remind one of a s tark dwelling
in some plastic world, Why

from Morrisons
(;;J

ArgosAndros ·

Brahman Special
1 entree, 1 vegetable, roll, butter
and Drink

Science Center
SNACK BAR

U.C. Breakfast
Special

Sandwiches, Dr.inks,
Conveniently located for
your Class Breaks. _

1egg, bacon, toast

29c

U.C. SNACK
BAR
SANDWICHES, FOUNTAIN
SPECIALS!

FOOD SERVICE-from Morrisons

Rigid Training, Relaxed Attitude
Prove·Successful For·Gri ndey.

JOHN JOLINSKI

'

Best Year .For USF?
LAST YEAR USF's athletic
teams finished "Yith its finest
-Overall record of 60 wins and
29 losses. A winning percentage of .673 - pretty impressive for, a University that's
only been participating in intercollegiate competition for a
little less than four years.
That whining mark will be
hard to duplicate again, although USF teams are off to a
better start than they were
last year,

titft

SPORTS COLUMNIST

ALTHOUGT THE SOCCER team fell below last, years 10-2
mark with a 9-3-1 record, ·Coach Dan Holcomb, with excellent
recrui.ting from the St. Louis·area, continues to put out winning
teams, and hasn't ha_d a losing season since his tenure.

The S}Vimming team, after a slow s,tait in which they won
only one of the first four .meets, is· on the move with two impressive victories. _Coach Bob Grindey's swimmers, win or lose,
will not equal last years 9-3 -mark.

. ·•

THE UNIVERSITY, OF South Florida Golf Course will be
the site this year for the 1969 Florida Intercollegiate Golf Tournament Mar. i-2. The golf course will be closed for public play
cluring those days.
Fifteen teams, such as NCAA ·champions Florida, will compete in the two-day tournament. USF's golf t~am finished 7th
last year, and Coach Wes Be_rner feels his squad will fare better this year.
The public will be.welcomed to see some of the finest col1ege golfers in the nation.

,

63 11 DODGE POLARA

2-Door Hardtop, Green & Black
Air Cond,, Fully-Equipped.
Wire Spoke Wheel Coven;
Wide Ov:al Tires.
.FOR .PERSONAL S_ERVICE
& THE BEST IN USED. CARS

MITCHELL MOTORS
1818 BUSCH BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FLORIDA 33612

{J,-f31,,//les onH,e

GO

"There are approximately
150 bikes registered on campus this year," Zimmerman
said, "and· we'd like to see at
·1east half of these riders
join."
Meetings }Vill be held .every

When you'r,
hungry - and
in a hurry -

GO BURGER
CHEF!

IF YOU'RE NOT SURE •••

• CONSIDER

........

LIBRARIANSHIP

You might be surprised!

---•-""!"'...,...~---•;:

. USF "because it was out of
•/Sta~. ancyI h~d i good schol71 I
· arship offer, USF, was a me~

:,t

-- Valentine
Cards·
Hallmark·- Rustcroft

For Her:

Stuffed
Animals
Max Factor
Hypnotique
Primitif
Promesse

large selection
She's·sure to love 'em
:··

Junior Paul d'eMesquita, a
Junior College All-American
transfer from Odessa Junior
Coµege, will. team with returning regulars Mike Seine
and Dan P erkins, both sophomores and big Herb Yohner a
·. veteran senior.
ALSO FIGHTING for posi_tions on the top si x are:
junior L a r r y Bell who · saw
limited action last year; freshmen Tom Lee, Clearwater;
Mike Moore, Satellite Beach;
Jeff Wellington, Miami Beach;
Charles _Macheski, Ta m p a;
Chris Stroebell and Bill Fishback, Lake Wales.
COMING OFF their best
season ever, a 12-3 mark last
year, the Brahman netters
will face small college· national power Rollins in their
opener, Florida State, who
won 20 of 23 matches last
year a nd Appalachian Col-

His final comment was:
"Look for a good season."

-

..• .

No library science courses
-·nece11ary - any- 'major.

Displays Winning Form ·
Paul deMesquita. shows the
form that enabled him to lie
named jnnior ·college AllAmerica from Odessa, Texas.
He is presently seeded munber one on the men's tennis
team.

.

lege, winner of 56 straight
matches.
Possibly on the schedule is
perennial major college power
Notre Dame, which has set
a tentative date of April 19,
for USF's home courts.

. ,-~
Contact Placement Office for
more details and application
· form1 ••• before ·February 25.
-

TAPE CLUB

Alumni Group
Picks C)ffieers
Mrs. Rena Antinori Ezzell,
:a member of USF's charter

class, has been chosen as
president-elect of the USF
Alumni Assdciatioµ.
She,
along with other newly elected officers, was installed at a
dinner in the UC Ballroom
last week.
Mrs. Anna Ma rie Terry, a
1965 elementary education
graduate who teaches at Dale
Mabry Elementary School,·
was elected secretary. Another charter class member,
John D. Engelhart, will serve
as treasurer . Englehart is employed as a traffic engineer
by General Telephone Company.

TAPE RENTALS
Get your favorite 4 and 8 track tapes at a big
discount.' • •.
·
TAPE CLUB PRICE

REG. PRICE

OR

Rent them for as low as

50_cWEEKLY!~!!!Tape 'club . Membership $JO or
FREE-with Purchase of Car or Home Unit.

FOR HIM

PARTS, I NC.

s[EEU.s:IN TEMPLE TERRACE

price~ where
you can afford
~

VB

SL

cv
HD.

US F~ BOOKSTORE & CAMPUS SHon·
UIUYl!tll'f Y· CENTI«

AN~ROI ._-,AltGOS C_l,.T"I ...

.,-_

., ■

Staff Phot o b y Wiley Brooks Jr.

'-----------N.ovelties·

..

, work :pro.gram,during the summer
· ·,for t~ose w.h:~:think they might be
~jnterested·in-finclingbut what
professional librarians do.

·Big Season Ahead
A Junior Co II e g e AllAmerican and three returning
veterans hold the key to a
successful campaign for Spaflforo Taylor's 1969 men's tennis team.

A· representative from the Florida

t S)CJ!tf
\l~~~(rY.~ill l>e;o~"ra~p~'~~
,Fe~~~ary ~6.t9.tolk ~ut a ·poid

***

· Aquamarine

Friendly Service

Courses in cycle_riding for
neophytes are also on the
agenda.

Paul de Mesquita , a former . ceived scholarships, t h e y
junior college All-America, began to play separately as
will serve his way into the well as still continuing as a
1969 tennis season as the · doubles team.
Brahman's number one man.
Paul's venture into playing
The racket swinging junior singles prov.ed worthwhile
from Galveston, Texas, start- when he won their Junior Coled playing tennis for a high lege Conference tournament.
school team when he was 14 He and Babcock won the douyears old. "I just ·tried out be-. bles match in the same tourcause I was interested' in the nament.
sport," Pa~l said.
IN 1967 PAUL and Bob
IN , IDS JUNIOR year _he placed third at the National
teamed up with a fellow team- Junior College Tournament
mate, Bob Babcock to play doubles _in Ocala; Florida.
doubles. They were most sucBut in 1968 Paul played with
cessful, winning . most of their a _new partner, this time and
high school tournaments. In won National Junior College
1965 and 1966 they won the Tournament ·again held in
Texas Catholic Interscholastic Ocala, Florida. Paul also
League State Championship made it to the quarter-finals
for men's doubles.
in singles until he lost.
At Odessa Jllniqr College,
After the tournament, he
where both he and his former was elected to the Allhigh school teammate re- America Tennis, Team.

·dium sized school .and that's
what I wanted. . , •
· ,-'The te,am looks·good so far
and we could do ·well against
some of the major 'schools on
our , schedule,". said Paul.
"I'm really looki ng forward to
playing Notre Dame and beating Rollins-we're out to
win."

Intimate ·

Wednesday at 2 p.m. in UC
252 and will be open to all students. Dues are one dollar per
quar ter.

PAUL SAID BE. came-·to

p..--~~-'!""'!'-------

~

GRINDEY- BELIEYES . in a
chosen as meet manager for
the Men's National AAU r e 1 a x "' d appearance. You
Swimming and Diving Cham- would believe it if you saw
pionship held in Brandon.
him in his cut-off shorts, inAWNG WITH THESE ac- , '-side - out teeshirt, and bare
tivities
USF's
swimming feet.
coach was chosen to help deHis men are given a work
sign the new Florida Techno- - out · to swim by and are exlogical . University swimming pected to _do it. This gives the
complex. · .
coach -the necessary time to
One of the reasons for his watch his swimmers and corcontinuing success as a coach rect their" strokes.
With such . a dedicated
, h~ not only to do with the
ability of his swimmers, but ,coach, it is no wonder USF 'js
_with _his r_igid training , pro- haying such successful swimgram and the way he uses it. ming seasons.

IN THE FUTURE the club
plans to have picnics, rides,
or rallies _on as many weekends as possible. Future plans
also call for development of
an area for off-road riding
with hopes of eventually holding timed competitive events.

Hard Work And Determination
Pay OFF For Paul ·deMesquita

1111111iii!...,!!""''!l!!!'!l~1111111---•111111

Revlon

C~rl Sandburg ·High School in
Orland Park, Jllinois. There
he initiated a swimming program and ;i.fter four years his
swimming - t~ani, had esatablished themselves .as one· of
the best in. the state, l;>y winning the South West Suburban
Conference title in 1964. .·

.

Motorcycle Club
Forms On Campus

Although the rest of South· Florida's athletic teams will not
swing into action until two weeks, this could shape ·up to be the
winningest year in the University's history - and first since its
entrance into the NCAA.

/I

STEVE ADAMS
Assistant Sp~rts Editor

.

'.

Unlike a fish, he didn't start
swimming when he was
"hatched," but he came pretty close. Swimming coach
Bob Grindey learned to swim
when he was 3 years old.
As a child be swam on
Lake Michigan, where he
I N T E R E S. T E D IN colSTEVE ADAMS
and with four members re- spent the first 17 summers of . ·lege coaching, he accepted
Assistant Sports Edit.or
turning from last year, we his life. " It was more or less a · job with USF. In his first
stand a much better chance," a necessity to learn to" swim, season (1965-66)'- his freshmen
South Florida and Rollins, continued Miss Young. ·
for the lake was right behind Brahmans made a mark ·in
Florida's two women's tennis
The six starters are : Chris our cottage," said Grirn:iey.
southern swim.ming circles
powers, will play here this Koutras; Tish Adams; Tony
GRINDEY STARTED com- that will not soon be forgot~
Saturday at 10:00 a.m.
Kramer; . Elesa Ne l.s on;
Rollins, the .only team to Gwenda Adams; Jackie petitive swimming at, the age ten.
Grindey, a former Marine,
of nine, when he competed in
mar .Coach Young's Brah- Adams.
is not the only one to swim in,
age group swimming.
mans last year , will have a
THE FIRST THREE spots
A former Chicago High his family, for his wife and
difficult time defeating USF
are still undecided because School butterfly champion and five children are all avid
this year.
"WE ARE · stronger this Elesa Nelson has an injured an outstanding small college swimmers.
He has not only been inyear and are playing our first elbow and she will be doubtful swimmer at Iowa's Grinnell
College, Grindey began his volved with high school and
match with them at -home; starter Saturday.
If you looking for •supreme coaching career at the Uni- college swimming but has
being the • first time this
The newly organized USF
should prove to our advan- competition in women's ten- , versity of New Mexico. It was coached age group swimming
Motorcycle
Club held its first
nis, come watch the women there he earned his master 's in Brandon, Florida. Being
tage," said Mjss Young. .
-event,
a
group
ride, on Sunin
this
group
swimming
active
Brahmans
play
Rollins,
Saturdegree
in
Physical
Education.
"Last year ·. five of the
In 1960 he began teaching at program helped him to be day Jan. 26.
matches went three sets each, day at 10 a.m.

The women's tennis team fo\llld the winning pattern' in a .
easy style, defeating Florida ·state 9-0 for its only outing so far.

11

r.J

Women Netters
To Face Rollins

The cross country team, under the direction of G\l Hertz
and strong running ·transfer students Del Lewis and Bart
Smith, finished its finest campaign in four years with a 5-2
showing. Last year Hertz' thinclads were the only team to finish with a losing season 1-4.

$895°0
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WE CARRY A HUGE SELECTION
OF FOREIGN AUTOMO BILE PART.S
AND ACCESSORI ES

4218 N. FLA. AV_
E.

STE REO

STEREO ~O ROUND

8908 56th Street Temp_l e Terrace
· 4239 W~ Kenn edy - Tampa

$0
RO U ND
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MEETS EAST CAROLINA, ALABAMA
'

'

USF Hosts Two Swim Meets
By JOHN JOLINSKI
Sports Editor

After a three-week layoff,
Coach Bob Grindey's swimming team will close out . its
home schedule with two
swimming meets this Friday
and Saturday night.
The Brahmans will entertain East Carolina University
Friday night at 7:30 and then
tangle with the rugged Tide
from Alabama on Saturday at
7:30.
Grindey feels that the meet

USF SWIMMING TEAll

Pike Vaults To First Place;
SAE Shows Swimming ·PoWer
Pi Kappa Alpha vaulted into
first place in the Green
League fraternity divisi.on as
John O'Rourke bucketed 32
points to pace the Pikes to a
46-36 basketball victory over
Lambda Chi last Tuesday.
Lambda Chi's dreams of
going undefeated were shattered early in the game as
O'Roiirke put the Pikes out
front 'to stay. Pike's record is
now 2-0, while Lambda Chi is
2-1 and tied for second place
in the division.
The All-Stater from Georgia
College shot a blazing 88 per
cent to give Pikes a ·undefeated re.~ord now for the past
two years.
IN OTHER TOP basketball
action, Kappa Sig came from

Basketball Results:
Kappa Sig 31, Cella Tau Cella 30
Pike 46, Lambda Chi 36
Bala 2 East 52, BIii 3 East 27
Fontana 7 & 8 39, Fontana 5 35
Guns 36, Kopps Killers 23
Beta 2W 1, Bela 4W 0

TKE 27, ZBT 23
Alpha 3E 55, Alpha 3W 44

behind to edge Delt~ Tau
Delta 31-30. ·
In another close game TKE
squeaked by ZBT 27-23 for its
second win in a row to knot
the. Green League into a tight
race.
Action in the Gold League
was idle with SAE, Phi Delt,
and Sigma Nu all tied for
first. Top games next week pit
SAE against ATO.
OTHER TOP GAMES saw

Sigma Nu, hampered by an
injured diver and swimmer,
claimed second plice in Gold
League competition with its
strong second-place finishes fa
the two relays. They had 32½
points.
·
Tl{E WON THE Fraternity
IN SWIMMING ACTION,_ Green League swimming,
SAE showed its might as they with 62 points while PKA folswam and dived to an easy lowing close behind finshed
victory last Thursday. They with 53 points. In this closely
won every event in the. Gold contested meet, Lambda Chi
League and compiled 89½ had 40½ points.
points. They started off by
Alpha 4W won A 1 p h a
setting a new intramural rec- League with 79 points, Beta
ord in the 400 medley relay GE won Beta League with 68
and finished by winning the points, Iota won Andros
400 freestyle relay by a wide League with 68 points and
margin.
,Fontana 3 won in their league.

Fontant 7&8, with a late half
surge, edge Fontana 5 39-35.
Beta 2 East crushed Beta 3
East 52-27.
In independent action the
Guns rolled over the Kopps
Killers 36-23.

• •

SPORTY AND GOOD TASTING-

against East · Carolin?, is one
that "could make or break
us." "If we can get by East
Carolina, we have an excellent chance of finishing with a
winning season," Grindey
said.
11
A STRONG WIN would
give us the necessary momentum we · need · to do well
against Tulane ·and LSU in
our remaining meets," he
added.
The Brahman mentor feels

that the three-week layoff will come on strong in their last
be a ·definite advantage for · two campaigns. They .have
his tankers against Carolina. put forth two straight convinc"The team has worked real ing winning efforts in bringing
hard, and they are really their record to 3-4 for the sealooking forward to swimming son, and have · three meets
in competition again," he left.
said. "The entire team is
EAS1' CAROLINA WILL inswimming good. I can't single
vade the Natatorium after
out any one swimmer; they
having a two-week layoff, and
all look good."
G1'indey feels that this meet
The 'Brahmans, after a slow
start when they won only one will go right down to the wire.
of the first four meets, have "East Carolina is a real
strong team, but I think with
a good effort that the boys are
capable of giving, we'll beat
-them," he said.
Grindey isn't as confident

USF Now Boasts

with his team chances against
Alabama. "Alabama is probably the third strongest team
in the South Eastern Conference, behind Tennessee. and
Florida. They will be coming
off two convincing wins over
both Georgia and Vanderbilt,·"
he pointed out.
·
South Florida will travel to
New Orleans next weekend to
meet Tulane and LSU in a
doubJ.e dual meet. After taking a week off, the Brahmans
will compete in the Independent University swimming
Championships ·whieh will be
held in Tallahassee.

Basketball Team·
In case you aren't aware of
it, USF has a basketball
team.
The only catch is the team
is made up of girls and it isn't
a team but a sports club sponsored by the Florida Association Physical Education for
College Women (FAPECW).
The club, which is coached
by Miss Mary Cheatham, is
an extramural team which
competes with other colleges
having the same setup. Colleges participating in the
league include St. Petersburg
Junior College, Manatee Junior College, Florida Presbyteria n College, and Tampa University.
Dr. Richard Bowers, director of physical education, says

Time Change

Fishing For Mackerel

emphatically that the team is
not an intercollegiate team
but just an extramural team.
"Actually the team is nothing more than a group of girls
that want better competition
than they can get here on
campus," Miss Cheatham
said. "They are ,perhaps the
cream of the intramural department."
Miss Cheatham's squad,
after two games, is 1-1 for the
season with six more games
scheduled. The girls have
beat Manatee but lost to St.
Petersburg Junior College,
which is presently in first
place in the league.
Some of the girls participating for the USF extramural
team are Sue Allen, Cynthia
Miranda, Janet Lewis, Ev.elyn
Hays, and Judy Hawkins.

BOB

18-KARAT GOLD DIAMOND BRIDAL SETS
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Meetings for the archery
club have been changed to
every Monday, Wednesday
. and Friday from 1 to 3 p.m.
for;
The club will meet at the
By ED CONWAY
and the number one-ought 16 reach weights up to 85 archery range behind the
Clark Squid spoons, being the pounds, are found in the deep gym.
Correspondent·
most popular). Other baits water just beyond the reefs,
Any interested student is inPerhaps one of the most that prove quite effective in- except during the winter when
vited to join the club. USF
sporty fish in the world and elude bucktails, plugs, strip they go inshore.
equipment will be available
good tasting is the mackerel. mullet, and feather or nylon
EFFECTIVE METHODS for those club members who
In Florida there are three · jigs.
for catching this, fish is troll- need it.
species of this fish: · the kingTHERE TWO mackerel are ing with mullet strips behind
fish, the Cero mackerel, and commonly found around reefs, feather lures.
Come:as
the Spanish mackerel. The bridges and in bays. In the
When you get a ki,ngfish
you·cil!e·,, , _. ·Cera and ·sRanish mackerels winter months they are found· close to the boat, slip a gaff •&.vu...
Jo
0
- Mink Stoles . whicf !~lii.efii'n1§~ a~a1h ~n in inlets where there is clean hook _alongside the fish and
0
to Blue Jeans!
weight- of up·to 35 pounds, are hard sand. The Spanish fish, pull upwards into him. Don't
0
..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . often .. caught on spoons (the , though, are more of an in- beat the fish with the · gaff
0
• • · To· T e
TTLE
·hook.
.. '
small, ,rapJaiii .Acton Spoon ; shore fish than the Cero.
SISTERS OF MINERY
;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;~
· ·~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;~;;;;
There are several methods
IN_TA1'\PA SHOP AT GORDONiS
KINGFISH REQUIRE largused by fishermen to catch
er
tackle
than
the
other
TERRACE PLAZA MALL 8876 56th STREET
mackerel. Drifting is particuularly successful !or inwater two, because they grow
AND
fishing. Another method com- larger. Large spinning outfits
or
other
standard
salt
water
monly used is trolling.
3924 BRITTON PLAZA·
NORTH GATE Shopping Ctnttr
gear, capable of holding 200
SHOPPING CENTEJt
· WHEN FISHING f r o m •pounds is generally
9013 N. FLOIRDA AVE.
used.
shore, use a surf rig. Put a
FROM THE
SIGMA
OTHER STORES IN: St. PETERSBURG, CLEARWATER,
BROTHERS
ALPHA
weight at one end of the line
BRADENTON, PLANT CITY AND LAKELAND
, ..
of
EPSILON
about 12 incpes from the
weight and place an 18 inch
leader and hood.
• Using A Florida rig for still
A five-week woman's perfishing is also an effective
means. Use a sliding lead po- spective s e r i e s featuring
.sitioned just above the termi- prominent members of USF's
Putttn1 you first, keeps .us first. '69 Camaro Sport Coupe, "The Hugger"·
nal swivel leader and hook. faculty will be on USF's St.
This method is about the best Petersburg campus beginning
that one could use for any Tuesday.
The lecture-discussion series
kind of bait casting, because a
has
been presented 15 times
fish is easier to feel where it
in Tampa and St. Petersburg
bites.
and is designed to help- enrich
GREAT CARE must be the interests and knowledge of
Talk with Newport News On-Campus Career Contaken to avoid using shiny. today's women.
sultant about engineering openings at world's
tackle. Black swivels can easSessions will be Tuesday
largest shipbuilding company-where your future
ily be obtained in a hardware mornings through March 18.
store, or if you have shiny The first meeting will begin at
is as big as today's brand new ocean.
swivels the problem can be 9 a.m. with a get-acquainted
Our backlog of orders running for years ahead means
solved by dipping them in coffee. Subsequent presentacompetitive starting salaries, career security, with your
iblack paint.
tions will · begin at 9 :30 a .m.
way up wide open. It also means scope for all .your
Make sure to set the hook and continue until approxiabilities. We're involved with nuclear ship propulsion
quick, when the fish strikes. mately 11 :30.
and refueling, nuclear aircraft carrier and s1,1bmarine
Perhaps the best fish to
building, even automation. We're a major builder of
Tuesday Dr. Lester W. Tutcatch of the mackerel family tle Jr. will discuss some of
giant water power and heavy indµstrial equipment.
We're starting to apply our nautical nuclear know-how
is the king mackerel, most the possibilities and hazards
to the fast expanding field of nuclear electrical power
commonly referred to as the accompanying rapid social
generation on land.
kingfish.
change. Tuttle is Dean of
Interested in an advanced degree or research? We're
The best baits for this fish USF's St. Petersburg campus.
next door to Virginia Associated Research Center with
incluqe strips .of mullet, squid,
A fee of $10 will be charged
one of the world's largest synchrocyclotrons, offering
drone spoons, bright colored for the series. Additional inadvanced study in high energy physics. We're close to
Most of the cars. that are competitive with Chevplugs, large feather leads, .formation may be obtained
money th!lll last y~r•
Old Dominion .College_and University of Virginia Extenrolets are clamoring for you to ·buy them now.
$i47.oo• less if you equip it with the new 350-cu.-in.
live sardines, various other from USF's Office of Continusion Division, where you can get credits for a master's
Big deal. (You hope.)
·
degree, or take courses in Microwave Theory, Solid
250-hp VS (as compared with last year's 327-cu.-in.
spoons, and metal squids.
ing Education in St. PetersChevrolet offers something even better than hope.
State Electronics, Nuclear Engineering and other· ad- ,
275-hp Eight), the Powerglide and power disc brakes,
The. larger · kingfish which burg, telephone 898-7414.
vanced subjects. Ask about scholarships, tuition grants,
Many popular items are priced less than a year ago.
whitewalls and wh~l covers.
and special leaves to implement these study and re•
Such as Powerglide and large VS's. Head restraints
Help us deflate inflation.
search opportunities.
are now standard. New advanced-design power disc
Show up at your Chevrolet dealer's Showdown.
Ask, toq, about the pleasant living and lower liv.ing costs,
brakes are priced·over .a third less than our_power cijsc
You'll win.
here in the heart of Virginia's historic seaside vacation
•~-d9nmanr,facturer'_••~retaiipr"';61
brakes were last year• .
land, with superb beaches, golf, fishing, boating, ,hunting.
,nclud1111f fedtral e>:c!Ml taJi: and •....,..
So we're offerin_g '69 Camaro Sport Coupe for less
deaur MW ca, prepa,ati,,n CM,.,._
'

MEYER

SENIOR CLASS
VICE
PRESIDENT

~

HAPPY VALENTINE'S
DAY

Friday, February 14,
explo·
re a.n
.
.
eng1neer1ng career
on earth's
last frontier.

I

Women's Series
Starts Tuesday

a

IMMEDIATE ENGINEERING CAREER OPENINGS
Mechanical Engineers·
Electrical Engineers
Marine Engineer~
Industrial Engineers
Systems Analysts

Naval Architects
Nuclear Engineers
Civil Engineers .
Metallurgical Engineers

l -<-...,i !

See our representative
G. O. Vaughn
Fricl,ay, February 14
He'll be at the Placement Office to answer questions,
discuss qualifications, take ·applications for fast action.

Ne"Wport New•@
SHIPBUILDING AND DRY DOCK COMPANY, ..~,.
.
NEWPORT NEWS. VIRGINIA

An Equal Opportunity Employer. U.S. Citizenship Required.
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Geist Is Named
Top Girl At USF
By JOHN GUGGENHEIM
Feature Editor

Sandy Geist, an 18--year-old
blue-eyed sophomore, special
educa~ion · major is the "Top
College Girl on Campus" at
USF.
Miss Geist, who had to
wr ite a two page essay as
part of her competition said,
in her paper that she was qual•
ified beca use of the leadership
she had exercised in her sorority, Student Government
and her work with culturally
deprived children. She said,
"Working with the culturally
deprived makes people more
sensitive about other people
who live in a different type of
environment."

MISS GEIST is a Basic
Studies representative to Stu.dent Government, secretary
of the Student Government In-

ernal Affairs Committee, a
delegate to Students for Responsible Government, and is
participating in a program for
culturally deprived children in
Tampa.
She also served as the magazine chairman for her sorority and is now secretary of the
group. Miss Geist is also a
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity Little Sister .
The USF contest was based
on the participant's personality, poise, photogenic qualities,
and her community and campus activities.
She was chosen over the
other . entrants by a student
vote which narrowed the judging to ten semi-finalists. Miss
Geist along with the other
semi-finalists ate dinner with
judges and were then individually interviewed by the
judges for 10 minutes. The

0~C LE CLASSIFIED

ADS

~ J @..J@J@J~

7. TV, RADIO, STEREO

CLASSIFIED

Stereo tape recorder UHER
ROYAL. Solid state, excellent
Ii lines
cond. with 2 BEYER mikes.
(27 characters/lin e) .... . $1.00 Cost $525. Will sell at $275.
Tod Bryant, 1305 Nome St.
Additional Line .. .. .. . .. .. .. ,lo 232--7521.
90
Repeated: 2--4 Issues
' " 10. AUTOMOTIVE
1'1ore than 4 issues
-- -Harcl----.75* sale.
for- Mustang
1966
top, 6--cylinder, radio, 3--speed,
•Per five lines (27 characters)
heater, engine in great shape.
l!®l&."\Jbi/41Bl b=Xlief&&1d±i l1ih#1 $1000. 932--9108.

ADVERTISING RATES

Top Girl Models
five finalists were interviewed
in cocktail dresses the following night.

FOR THE national "Top
-Ten College Girls in America" contest sponsored . by
Glamour Magazine, M i s s
Geist will have to write a 500
to 750 word essay on campus
activities and her field of interest (major) . She will also
be required to submit a picture taken in a formal or
cocktail dress and one in campus attire. Glamour will
choose ten girls from different
geographic areas to model
clothes in the magazine.

14. HELP WANTED
Male, Female

1. REAL ESTATE
Canterbury. 3 bedrooms, kit-2
baths, den, fully equipped
chen, garage, carpets in ·LRDR, custom drapes central-air.
'
Call 935-0784.

3. APTS. & HOUSES

------------Partti1:1e - Fulltime, Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. !"h, 835--1411,
Ask for Mr. D. High commissions, executive training program.
MALE OR FEMALE

. Wanted : 2 female roommates UNIVERSITY BUYER'S GUIDE Bulletin Board Notices should be sent
. NEEDS
to share Mar-.Jo Apartment. Call
to "Director, Campus Publications, CTR
noon
15 STUDENT SALES REPS. 226" (ext. 6181 no later than
Lynn. 988--7503.
Wednesday for publication the next
Wednesday.
Send news items direct to ' Editor, The
LIBERAL COMMISSIONS
Otacle, CTR 222 (ext. 619)."
AND BONUSES

-

1

Taste

that.

beats

the
others

cold!

Official Notices

Ce>NTAe TTER-RY FORD
ROOM 200
UNIVERSITY CTR. WED. 2/12
3--4 Pi-1'40R CALL 884-7561
BETWEEN 3-1.1 P .M.

Withdrawal without Penally Deadline:
Feb. 20.
University Directories are ava ila ble a t
Information Desk at University Center.
LECTURES:
-Today, American Idea Forum, "Stud·ent Bill of Rights," 4 and 5 p.m., Thea•

15. SERVICES OFFERED

Philip Young, "The Hemingway Manuscr'ip ts, 8 p.m. Physics Aud itori um.
-Feb. 13, Prof Charles Hartshorne,
University of Texas, "The Aesthetic Ma'
trix of Metaphysics," 4 p.m., FAH 236.
- Feb. 14, Chemistry Semi nar, Dr.
D. G. Whitten, Universily of North Carolina , "Photochem istry of Meta lloporphr in
Compounds," 2 p.m., CHEM 105.

Learn to· fly private, commercial, instrument ratings by a
Government - rated instructor.
C F I A&l. For further information write : Pat Neville 4951 46
Ave. N, St. Pete Fla. 33709.

21. MISCELLANEOUS
Now - for the first time an
exam for scuba divers. Endorsed by U.S. Navy Diving and
Med. experts. $1.50 per copy.
1.
Call N. Gujdo 988-4lSl ext. 34

Honest-to-Pepsi taste!

PEPSI•
COLA
Pick up an extra cartan tadajl

was tapped for membership
in Gold Key. Carolyn Jessen
was elected Recording Secretary of Gold Key. Jeanne
Cornwall was elected vice-president of Athenaeum. Open
rush pledges a re: Linda Emerson, Jane Skipp and Betsy
Wariner. Theta Theta Chapter
conducted its first initiation
ritual on Saturday. Pie Emmanuel, Liz Billingsley, Sherry O'Shea, Sandy Pascall,
Pooh Pieffer and Sandy Poff
are newly init_iated sisters. A
DELTA GAMMA
was given Sunday in their
tea
reMary Lou Hofstetter
The pledges had a
honor.
ceived the best pledge award
sale as their first
doughnut
the
in
26
Jan.
a t a reception
project.
making
money
Fireside Lounge. Linda Alexander received an award for
KAPPA DELTA
outstanding scholarship for
New KD officers are : Linell
Quarter I. New pledge class Wootten, president; Mary
officers are : Bette Helms, J udy, vice president; Sandy
president; Loretta Goodwin, Geist, secretary; JoAnn Bodvice-president; Gail Montgom- den, treasurer; Candy Wright,
ery, secretary; Shelley Glaz- assistant treasurer; Jan Seger, treasurer ; Merci Fernan- ers, editor; and Sue Siltanen,
dez, social chairman ; Pat rush chairman.
Sterling, historian ; and Na ncy
Linell Wootten, sponsored
Myer, junior Panhellenic rep- by Phi Delta Theta, was one
resentative.
of the five finalists in the
" Top College Girl on CamZETA
DELTA
pus" contest. Sandy Geist was
a
Irene Perez was awarded
selected "Top College Girl."
plaque for being outstanding
Beverly Sibley, KD na tional ·
DZ sister. Janice Puglio and president, will be visiting the
Dee Hollingsworth shar e the
chapter.
outstanding pledge award this
quarter. These girls were initiated with Linda Finney and
Donna Routh. Delta Zeta surprised Tri Chi by kidnapping
them and entertained Tri Chi
to a n ice cream social in the
Fireside Lounge.
A lecture - discussion preCHI OMEGA
sentation about the philosophy
Chi O defeated Mu 3 West in of Zen Buddhism was presentsoftball. Becky Nelson was ed by Dr. Donald Frantz, Asa warded t he Best Pledge sociate Professor of Humaniplaque. Betsy Smoot was a fi- ties. The discussion was last
nalist in the " Top College Tuesday, in the Andros center
Girl" contest. Donna Allen north cafeteria.

CHI CHI CHI
Carolyn Gorman is the president of Panhellenic Council.
Tri Chi had three semifinalists in the "Top College
Girl on Campus" : Gayle Klar,
Shirley Sanchez and Gay Deland. Tri Chi achieved the
highest sorority with a GPR
of 2.836. The sorority held a
slumber party on Jan. 31 in
honor of their new pledges at
t he home of Sharon Gillies.

Ire.
-Today, Visiting Scholar Series, Prof.
11

Campus Date Book

All kinds of leather gear.
Get with the full leather look.
All items custom made.

THE SANDAL SHOP
306 N. DALE MABRY

By JOHN GUGGENHEIM
Feature Editor

Getting tired of dating the
same girl or are there just not
enough guys asking .you out?
Bill McVey, a twenty-two
year old marketing major,
has the answer for all types of

dating problems. McVey is
the USF representative for
Compatamatics - a computerized dating program.
If a person decides to join
Compatamatic s, •he gives his
name and address to the company and gets a free personality test. The personality pro-

College Papers - Charged
With 'Obscenities'
Within the last two months,
obscenity charges have been
brought against college news•
papers at the Grand Valley

State College, Purdue University and the University of Wisconsin.
At Purdue University, William R. Smoot, editor of The
Purdue Exponent, was threatened with dismissal after the
newspaper published a poem
that referred to perversions,
and a column in which an official was described in earthy
terms. Smoot and other senior
staff members have been allowed to continue their duties
pending the results of an investigation by a special review board of five students,
five faculty members and
three administrators.

Frantz Talk
On Buddhism

Pi K Alpha
Sponsors Kite
Contest Here

0

l.V>..

Birds;~g·M;;;;;·•,~~- ~

Compa ny of Kentucky, Tampa area; Supermarkels General Corporation, Various
locations in New J ersey .
Personnel M"anagement: City of Ta mpa,
Personnel, Tampa, F la .; Defense P erson-

nel Support Center, Philadelphia, Penn. ;
Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich.
Public Relations : Florida Council for
Prevention of Blindness, Tampa, Fla.

ding," 7:30 p.m., BSA.
Placement Services
Artist Series, 8:30 p.m., TAT.
The following organizations will be in•
Da nte, Candymen, 9 p.m., GYM.
terviewing on campus. Check with Place•
SUNDAY
ext. 2895, for interview
UC Movie: ··or. You've Got to Be Kid- men!, ADMto 277,
schedule appointments, or
locations,
ding," 7:30 p.m., BSA.
Information with•
Graduate Student Mixer, 8 to 10 p ,m ., for further information.
in brackets ind ica tes major fie lds of reUC 255 and patio.
lated study.
MONDAY
FEBRUARY 24
Economics Club LUntheon, noon, UC

255.

Focus Debate, 7:30 p.m., UC 252.
Town and Gown Club; 8 p.m., UC 255-6.
TUESDAY
Dr. Sidney Cohn Luncheon, Drug Se•
ries, noon, UC 248.
Drug Series Seminar, 8 p.m., UC 248.
Atademic Series, 8 p.m.. RAR 235.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1969

Representalives from Federal Agencies
will be on-campus MONDAY, FEB. 24
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the u.c.
Lobby to answer questions on career opportunities with the Federal Government.
Boque, Evens, Hunsberger & Bova : Accountants (ACCTG). Fla. Tile Industries:
Engrs, shift mgrs, IE, ME, IM (IE, IM,
MEJ. I. B. M. · Tampa: Sales, pro•

·
aperfectsize7 ·
looKpeifect
on/Jt21da~
eveifmontfi?

GJ1£]✓--does

Women~s Pe rspective, 9 a.m., UC 252E. g rammmi ng, engr, svs engr, {Ma th 1
a ll disciplines and· MBA in
Journalism Lect ure, 2 p.m ., UC 252. ENGR Physics.) I. B. M. -- Boca Raton: Acctg,
Coffee House, 2 p.m., ENA.
progra mmi ng, finance, bus a dm, engr,

(ACCTG, BUS ADM., MATH, PHYS ICS,
FIN, E.E.). U.S. General Attig. Office:
bus, adm. (ACCTG, BUS. ADM).
Accts,
TODAY,
25
Career Planning conferenc• tor stu- . Crawford &FEBRUARY
Co: Ins. Adjuster, {All
dents interested in Cooperative Education
Mgmt
General Telephone Co:{ACCTG,
assignments during Quarter 11 • and IV, 2 fields).
trainee, engr, acctg, math
p.m., ENG J.
ECON, ENGR, MATH, GEN BUS). Pot•
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 19
Career Planning Conferente for stu- le! Bower & to: Staff Accts (ACCTGI.
& Co. (Arthur Ander•
dents interested in assignments in Coop• R1ttmann, Tollefson
(ACCTGJ. DeKalb County
erative Education during Quarter Ill son):ofJr.Ed.accts
(Decatur, Ga.): Elem & sec
Bd.
ond·or IV, 2 p.m., ENG. 3.
teachers (Elem & Sec Edu). Kurt Salmon
New Employers
Honeywell-Tampa, has recently Joined' Ass, In~: Mgt consultant in prod· engr,
mgmt, onto systems {IE, IM, Or MBA
folthe
in
our program seeking co-ops
Volusia County
towing fields: IE, ChE, EE, ME, Chem., Tech. Undergraduate).
(Deland): Elem & sec teachers
Schools
Psy.
IM,
BA,
Math,
State 'Univ. LiFla.
(Elem & Sec edu).
d~i.,t. ;,:-,~ ·It has nothing to do with
'pt~~;,,.~~~f:r"'!uti~;•r~t~
Co-Op Placement
adfusters, calories. It's a special
Claims
Co:
lnsuranc_e
Slate
More than 150 employers are currently
underwnt (LIB . ARTS And All
seeking USF students for Cooperative adm,
con t rol,
Mdse,
.
Brothers
Maas
female·weight gain ...
Education Training assignm e nt for Quar- ~ 1e lds).
ter 111 (Training Period starting Monday, f in sales, personnel (BUS AD, ECON,
caused by temporary
March 24). For further information visit FIN, ACCTG, :'E~TRGU~~~ ~GT).
Vanguard Sthool . Lake Wales, F la :
~~/4~~7; ::1: f1~·.0P Office, ENG 37, phone E lem
t build-up.
water-weigh
& sec (BS) teachers; speech path,
New assignm ents availab le for majors
BreEdu).
Sec
&
(!;fem
w-M.S.
sp
... that
read
know
Oh, you
in all colleges, especially good opportuni•
Public Instr - _T1tusties for ma jors in chemistry, engineering, v~rd_ County Bd. of sec
guidance
and
ed
&
ed
Elem
ville.
le
accounting.
· uncomfortab full
Edu). Broward Cly. Sthool
Alf students invited to attend Career (E:' tem & Sec Lauderdale
sp.
sec,
·Elem,
:
Ft,
..
System
feeling that sneaks up
Planning Sessions held each Wednesday.
_D•~e
G & guidance (Elem &_ Sec Educ).Miami:
Sign up in advance at Co-op Office, ENon
.
Instr
Pubht
of
Bd.
County
p.m.
at
ENG
on you the week before
37, or come 10
2
37
Elem & Sec teach~rs _(E lem & Sec
Wednesday for room assignment.
Sec
Sthool:
High
Catholic
Tampa
Educ).
are
listed
now
your menstrual period.
Among other openings
~~-ch..,s,n(J~~ci;~~~hrl~m s:r~~~tate~~~~~~ This fluid retention.no t
the following:
(E lem & Sec Educ) . Trust Co. of GeorCOLLEGE OF BUSINESS
gia : Com banking, fin, computer sys,
ADMINISTRATION
only plays havoc'with
(All Degrees, Prefer BUS.
trust
Insurance
Data Protessing:. Gull Life
FEBRUARY 28
Company, Jacksonvi lle, Fla.; USF, Data
Humble Off Co: Mktg, acctg (BUS AM, your looks but how
Center, Tampa, Fla.
Clearwater Finishing you feel as well.
Management: AEtna Life Insurance MKTG, ACCTGl.Merchants)
: Chem, in
Company, Tampa, Fla.; AEtna Surely & Plant (United
Mutual
Casualty Company, Tampa, Fla.; Boeing, engr (CHEM, IE). &Connetlicut
mgt trainees (It puts pressure on
sales
Sales
Co:
Ins.
Life
aking
B
New Orleans, La.; Continental
(BUS AD, ECON FIN LIB ARTS' delicate nerves.and
Company, Tampa, Fla.; Defense Person- MKTG,
POL SCI, PSY, SPEECH).
·nel Support Center, Philadelphia, Penn.;
FEB. 12

ARPEGE
FABERGE'
TABU
INTIMATE
HEAVEN SENT
AND MORE • ••

From

BRACH'S
& WHITMAN
BEAUTIFULL Y GIFT
BOXED

YOUR CHECK 15 GOOD WITH 5.TUDENT I.D.

...where your

PRESCRIPTION

COSTS YOU LESS !

DAY NURSERY

& KINDERGARTEN
New Air Conditioned Facility Serving Hot Meals
and Offering Expert Supervision in Infancy
thru Kindergarten

lrin; Your NextPmcription To Vi
... and SHI

TEMPLE TERRACE SHOPPING CENTER

OTHER TESTING includes
three basic types of tests:
personality, activities, and
what you look for in a companion.
Accordin g to McVey,
"These highlights of your
compatibility are run through
a computer and analyzed by
with
psychologists
f ou r
Ph.D's."
McVey added that this program is , not necessarily for
people who are planning on
finding a marriage partner.

VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE

Co-Op Education

SHE'LL LOVE EXQUISITE
TOILETRIES • • •

gram includes basic sex
drives, ideas and ideals.

HE SAID THAT they set up
categories of age groups
regardless of the individual's
age. McVey said, "We reject
quite a few people because
they have committed a felony.
We try to maintain some kind'
of standard."
A person can buy the program for a one or three year
period. li the ' three year program is purchased he gets ten
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity
referrals who are compatible
is sponsoring a kite flying
concerning the person's relicontest during Greek Week in
gion, thinking and ideas.
April.
Every s ixty days the person
Every fraternity wil! particgets 10 new referrals. Both
ipate in the contest which will
programs are run through the
The University of Wisconsin computer and re-evaluated
consist of two events. According to Mike Turner, PiKA Regents last week notified the every ninety days.
vice-president, to win the first Daily Cardinal, the student
McVEY SAID "The proevent an organization must newspaper, that it must move
has appeal to shy peogram
campus
off
office
a chieve the highest number of its. business
ple, to those who have just
points through skill or endur- or pay r ent.
broken up with a mate or peoance flights. The second event
The move came after t he ple who are looking for new
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DIG LEATHER!

'Computer Da tes '
Solve Problems;
Create More Fun
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PHONE 935-5107

tissues, which can lead
to pre-menstrual
cramps and headaches,
leaves emoticms on edge.)

That's why. so
many women take PAMPRJN1t.
.It gently relieves water-weight gain
to help prevent pre-menstrual puffiness,
tension, and pressure-caused cramps.

PAMPRIN makes sure a perfect
size 7.never looks less than perfect.
~o~ feels less than perfect, either.

Hemingway Scholar Here, ·
English Workshops Given
By LESLIE TAYLOR

University of

South Florida
at Tampa
Fine Arts Bldg.
Conference Room

February 14, 1969
10 A.M. to 4 P.M.
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philip runnels

Correspondent

Philip Young, Hemingway
scholar and professor at
Pennsylvania State, will give
his first talk on campus at the
English Club's meeting at 2
p.m. Monday in F AH 135.
Young, whose most recent
project has been editing all
the unpublished Hemingway
manuscripts, will give his
main address next Wednesday
night at 8 in the Physics Auditorium.
FOLLOWING YOUN G'S
talk at the English Club meeting, the English Club will
begin its next project of formulating bi-weekly workshops
in critical writing and scholarship, fiction writing and poetry writing.
The purpose of the workshops, said Willie Reader, advisor to the English Club, is to
"offer students a forum in
which they can discuss their
own writing with one another
and with interested members
of the faculty."
·
"THE WORKSHOP hours
will also afford students an
opportunity to meet with and
talk to our various distinguished visiting professors,"
Reader added.
Reader says the workshops,
as well as all activities of the
club, are open to everyone, including non-English majors.
Reader emphasized that the
workshops will be a continuing project and flexible so
that people may go to different workshops any time they
wish.
MISS SALLIE HALL, assistant professor of English, will
coordinate the workshop in
critical writing and scholarship. This workshop will also
seek to inform students about
graduate school opportunities.
The workshop in fiction will
be coordinated by Richard
Hill, who has had several
stories published and is
currently working on a novel.
Willie Reader, assistant professor of English, will supervise the poetry workshop.
BOTH CREATIVE writing
workshops will deal not only

3:30 a.m. NUMBER

EDC Seminars
Every Tuesday

0.

Throughout Quarter It,
Guest speakers scheduled
One of the truly anticipated events of the year is happening seminars for the Preparation for the seminars are: Larry
tonight and Thursday evening at Curtis Hixon Hall: "The Fam- of Teachers of the Potentially Worden, director of Elementa.Uy Sc~ool and Morality Seminar" sponsored by the Christian Handicapped (culturally d1s- ry Education for HillsborCrusade, a· ·Tulsa, Okla., anti-Communist congregation. It is advantaged children) a r e ough County; Rev. C. Don
their .purpose to provide a leadership lab to save families by being held at the College of Stegar, director of Individual
showing how the loss of moral restraints, permissiveness and Education (EDU), 217, each Intensive Tutorial Project;
Francisco Rodriguez, with the
unwholesome music is deteriorating American youth. While the Tuesday from 4 to 6 p.m.
Sheila MacCambridge, in- . Economic Opportunity Counseminars combat immorality generally, they are more specifically aimed at immoral sex education in the schools and music structor, who joined the staff cil; Don Taylor, director of
at USF last year said the the educational co•mmittee for
immorality.
PROF. PHILIP YOUNG
seminars, rather than being the Model City Program, nd
HEAR DR. GORDON"DRAKE, author of such well-known strictly
"fact" oriented ses- others.
. .. visiting scholar. ·
best sellers as "Blackboard Power • NEA Threat to America" sions, .. . "will aim at
Seniors, David Boynton and
indiand "ls the Schoolhouse the Proper Place to Teach Raw Sex" vidual and group
under- Gordon Santmyers take leadwith writing but also with the speak. David Noebel, concerned with the Communist subveraspects arid problems of get- sion of youth through immoral music, and author of "Rhythm, standing and growth through ers-hip in planning the semipersonal and divergent ex- nars. They work closely with
ting published.
.
Riots and Revolution; Marxist Minstrels" and "Communism, pression."
fellow participants.
The workshops will be held, Hypnotism and the Beatles" will also speak.
TmS QUARTER there will
THE 'FUTURE · teachers
beginning this Monday, on al(EDITORIAL COMMENT: Thank God these men are be five or six guest speakers. work in the classrooms, with
ternate Mondays at 2 p.m. in
picking up the flag and standing up and being counted ... al- ''A 'firing-line' approach will kindergarten through third
FAH 135, 136 and 137.
though their courageous counterpart, George Corley Wallace, be taken to understanding at- grade, one day. each week for
titudes and policies of assem- two quarters. All grades are
y.ras squished).
S·tudents To
bling
people in .the area of aid visited.
THE BLACK HILLS "PASSION PLAY," presented annualfor.
-the
disadvantaged." said
Dr. Robert Weatherford is
ly at the Lake Wales Ampitheatre with a cast of 200 and a
Have Voice In
MacCarnbridge.
the program director. '
350~foot stage, opens Sunday and will run through Apr. 20. CurHistory Dept.
tains are Sundays, 6 p.m. ; Tuesdays, Thursdays, and SaturA move toward student par- days, 7:30 p.m. There are a number of matinees and special
ticipation in history depart- performances. For full details write Box ·71,· Lake Wales or
ment affairs is scheduled at a phone Lake Wales 676-1495.
meeting of ·the History Club
.METROPOLITAN OPERA SOPRANO, Lilian Sukis, will
at 2 p.m. in SOC 150.
present a concert Friday evening at 8:15 in the Dan Cannon
. Student and faculty mem- Auditorium in Dade City. Single admission tickets may be purbers •of the club will vote chased at the door.
whether to send to the history
Charles Hornsby, executive leaving their families.
YVONNE DeCARLO will be in town for the production of
faculty a request for student
associate of The Experiment
Founded in 1932, The Exper"Hello
Dolly"
coming
to
McKay
Auditorium
Feb.
22
and
23.
representatives on departin
International
Living,
the
iment's
headquarters are loTickets
may be purchased at local Sears stores or at Curtis
ment committees and meet•
nation's largest and oldest cated in Putney, Vermont.
Hixon
box
office.
ings.
.
private, independent institu- Five regional offices are
A plan composed during the
HOLIDAY ON ICE OPENS at Curtis Hixon Hall Feb. 18 tion in the field of internation- maintained in this country,
past week by an ad hoc stu- and runs through Mar. 2. Tickets to the seven-act show can be al educational exchange, will and international operations
dent-faculty .committee calls purchased at area Sears stores or Curtis Hixon box office. be on campus today in UC 201 are conducted through nationfor 13 student representaal Experiment offices in some
DICK GREGORY IS ALIVE AND COMING TO ST. PE- at 2 p.m.
tives: 12 to match the faculty TERSBURG. Sponsored by the Greater
Hornsby will meet with stu- 60 countries on six continents.
St. Pete Council on
members of three of four Human Relations Gregory will be
the featured speaker on Feb. dents interested in education
committees and one "at 24 at 7:30 p.m. at the Coliseum at
535, 4th Ave. North. Tickets programs abroad which stress
large" representative.
may be purchased from Fred Bez in The Oracle Advertising an in-depth cultural experiRepresentation at departence 'in a host country. The
Office.
ment meetings would be comExperiment
offers summer
Florida Presbyterian College presents, as part of their Artposed of th·e "at large" stu- ist
Series, Ali Akbar Khan, " India's Master Musician," at the programs in 48 countries as
dent and one from each com- Bayfront Center in St.
Pete Feb. 21 at 8:15 p.m. Tickets are well as academic semester
mittee for a total of four.
opportunities in 13 locations
available at the College Union Office.
The students would have
overseas.
TELEVISION BIGGIES FOR THIS WEEK INCLUDE:
full voting rights.
TO . EXPERIMENT is to
The University Study Center
Club members ·have been
"'1'HE OSCAR" with Stephen Boyd and Elke Sommer .. . • make friends and come to in Florence, Italy, adminisaddressing history classes the Tonight at 9 on 10. The story of Oscar and the "true-to-life" know and respect the people
tered by the Florida State
past week in an effort to in- fight to win him.
of another culture· by living University, is accepting appliform students of the move
"FROM HERE TO ETERNITY" with Burt Lancaster,'' with them on their terms as a cations now for the Summertoward student representaMontgomery
Clift, Frank Sinatra, etc. . . .The classic film of family member. Time · Maga- Fall quarters.
tion.
1954 depicting the passions and violence of a group of soldiers zine has refer~ed to The ExTo be eligible to participate
periment as " the biggest, in the program, students must
stationed at Pearl Harbor just before the attack. Friday at 9 on °best-known,
and pioneer in
be undergraduates who, in
13.
the field" of live-with-a-family June 1969, will be sopho"VISIT TO A SMALL PLANET" with Jerry Lewis for programs abroad.
mores, juniors or seniors. Any
Jerry Lewis fans . .. Saturday at 7 on 13. :
Experimenters penetrate the
"THE CARPET BAGGERS" with George Peppard Sunday outer shell of a . foreign student enrolled in a state university in Florida is eligible if
night at 9 on 10. Sunday afternoon at 2 on 8: "The Sun Also country, and "on .the inside"
Rises" with Tyrone· Power, Ava Gardner, EFrol Flynn and Mel as an accepted member of he has a 2.0 average,' has parental consent and is ap•
Ferrer. ,),,f • - ~..
.•;·::" ·.··~·~·•:;,I '"family and','~oi'nrl'ifm'ftyWffi'ey ' Rn!Jllti"
proved by his advisor or de, .. ON CHANNEL 3 THIS WEEK: Saturday at 7 •.• "Dane- ·are personally invol~ed in !he partment chairman for an aptrig" Mothery;", with Clara Bow, the flaming flapper of· the j~~ ' l~al c u 1t, u:r:.e, discovering propriate program of study in
3:ge, SilentifiJ.m of 1927. Monday at 8 .. . "Jazz from Ne~ql'.r'. :. f1rstl!and, w.bat m~kes ,a . coun- ·Florence which will permit
with Bobby Hackett, Dizzy Gillespie and Charlie Byrd. Tuesday try,.t.ick. ,." .. , . . •
him to proceed at a normal
at·.8 . .. ·William Buckley talks with Eldridge Cleaver (preThe Expenme~t als~ teac~- pace toward graduation from
recorded! ).: .. Tuesday at 9 •.. "The Film Generation on es 18 languages; mduc).mg' .Ch1- his university.
Music." Music as the inspiration for film, as seen in "Tuesday nes:, Portlj~Ues~, Japa~ese,
Florida residel)ts will be reAfternoon" by Tom Zimmerman and Chris Swanson and other I talian, GuJara_ti, '..p 0 ·1 ls h, quired to pay approximately
films. (In color). .
Czech and R~ss1an as well as $1,625 for the two quarters.
"
French, Spamsh and German, Students interested may
apply
0~ WUSF TV (CHANN~L 16) THIS WEEK: (Catch Pot- in an intensive 18-day audiopourri every Tuesday at 7 .05 for Johnny Carson and the Sun~ lingual course prior to depar- now to the University Study
Center, Office of Dr. Wayne
screens) .. . "The David Susskind Show" Monday at 8 features ture
l\finnick, associate dean of
Three Press Secretaries (James Hagerty, Pierre Salinger and
FOLLOWING
orientation, Arts and Sciences, 212 WilBill Moyers) Speak Their Mind. It will also be aired Wednesday
language training (where re- liams Building, Florida State
at8 p.m.
Tuesday· at 8: "A Dry Commitment," a play about an quired), and a month's home- University, Tallahassee, Flor· ~inerican journalist and his personal fight to decide whether or st a y, Experimenters on a ida , 32306. Since the program
not to involve himself in the plight of India's starving millions. summer program travel with is limited ot approximately
host family members.
100 students, applications
FINAL NOTE: CLIVE BARNES, upon viewing the producIn the academic semester,
tion of "Hair" again, after a year of mellowing, ("Hair," not called the Independent Study should be made as early as
Barnes) said "It's beautiful . .. It's as clean as Tide and not Program, the participants possible.
half· so chemical . . . It is also totally asexual. If you are pro- have six to eight weeks of acposing to go to 'Hair' for sexual stimula~on, you don't need a ademic work on individual
theatre ticket, you need a treatment."
study . research projects after

You hove to look for the "W"
because it's silent

MostWrangler®jeans have
the "W" stitched on in
plain sight, but other kinds
of Wranglers are a little
more modest. They're made
just as well and they flt just
as w ell, but the "W" is
. tucked away on a tag or
label. You'll frnd it's worth
looking for.
Thes e Wrangl e r je ans and
sportswear of Dacron• polyester and cotton·. Permanently
creased plaid slacks, $8.00.
Jacket, $7.00. Shirts $4.00 each.
Tapered, permanently pressed
jeans, $5.50.

Wrangler®Jeans
and Sportswear
with Dacron~
Tampa, Fla.

Sunshine Dept. Store
Tampa, Fla.

Louie's Dept. Store
Tampa, Fla.
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Going Abroad?
Earn Credits.
Are you going to visit a foreign country this year? If so,
you've got an opportunity to
do field work on a project of
your choice in a foreign country or region.
CBS 395 - Overseas Studies
(one to nine hours credit). is
being offered by Dr. Mark
Orr, Charles W. Arnade, and
a third member selected according to the nature of the
student's project.
Any USF student leaving
the U.S. can register for CBS
3~5. He needs to present a
project in the area of his possible interest to Arnade and at
his return he must present a
written paper or report (the
quality, depth, and length
should be appropriate to the

Hornsby Speaks·.
Today On Education

Conference
Set Feb. 25 ·
"Getting Things D o n e
Through People" is the title of
a conference to be held Feb.
25. The conference was previously scheduled for last
quarter.
There is no fee for University staff for the conferenc.e
conducted by Dr. Alton Bartlett, chairman in the College
of Business Administration.
Registration is still open to
supervisors who are interested.

Apply Now
For Florence
Summer Trip

Florida May Set Pace In
Electronics In Education

Universal Dept. Store

TH E ORACLE-U. of South C:brida, February 12, 196.9-9

The Florida Board of Regents' recent approval for the
creation of a staff division of
electronics in education may
assist jn preparing Florida's
universities for a pace-setting
role in the academic and electronic revolution.

The board's approval for
creation of the division ap•
pears to leave the whole project in the planning stage, with
specifics to be outlined, ap•
nl'oved and funded later.

USF doesn't have anything
going yet, but . . . "I am fa.
miliar with the program, and
expect to be hearing more
about it," said Harris Dean,
vice president of Academic
affairs.
Dr. Gerhard Eichholz, di·
rector of Educational Resources, said ,t he most we can·
expect at this time, is some
support from the Board of Regents staff.
"E v e r y univer sity has
something that's a little novel
and different," Dr. Eichholz
said. For instance, "Florida
Atlantic has a TV set-up with
four studios. The University
of Florida has a tremendous
computer· assisted instruction,
and USF has a quarter of a
million dollar telephone dialacess for audio and video."
"It is hoped," Dr. Eichholz
- added, "that all these things,
rather than being duplicated,
will be tied into some sort of
educational system for the
benefit of all Florida universities and their ·students."

to

Students

-cl

At

iTues.-Wed.-Thurs.<.

KOINKLEEN .
LAUNDROMAT
SHOPPING

CENTER

OPEN 5:30 A.M.•
10:30 P.M.

Hillel, USF's Jewish Student
Union, is )lolding a Lox and
Bagel Brunch Sunday at noon,
in UC 248.
,
Students interested in attending the brunch ~houl~
contact 01;1e ·of the following
students: Claire Stearnberg,
. Gamma Hall; Mark Mendleson, Beta; Mike Cohen,
Lambda; Harlam Helming,
Eta or Ben Bronner, Fontana.
There will be entertainment
and discussion following the
meal. A 50-cent donation is
asked by members of the organization to help pay for expenses.

OVEANDROWE

ST. VALENTINE'S DAY.
Mack's Flowers . .
OPIN 7130 to 6100

3805 E. Lake Ave.

Tampti, Florida

Phone 626-6717

"Eight Experienced
Cosmetologists To Serve You"

TERRACE
BEAUTY SALON

Temple Terrace Shopping Center
Phone 988-2798
,
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For Free Brochure and Personality Analysi~ Cal.I c,r

. Write:

:
COMPATAMATICS - S.u ite 207
3601 Swann Ave., Tampa, 872■9809
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Rip up our instruct ions··
· on self-defe nse.
After all,
it's Valentine'~ Day.
~
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Hillel Brunch
Set For Sunday

GO TOGETHER FOR

◊

FREE
SOAP

number of credits for which
he has registered) to the committee of th,ree faculty.
CBS 395 is open ,to all USF
students from every college in
the university. All interested
students may contact Arnade
and plan an interivew at 2 .to
3 p.m. Mondays in CTR 214. If
this hour is not convenient,
call Arnade at extension 300
or 163 to make an appointment.
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Normally, we insist that every man read the instructions on selfdefense that we put in every package of Hai Karate®After Shave.
and Cologne. But we've got a t,eart. So on Valentine's Day, we'd
like every woman to tear our instructions to shreds ..That way you
.can give your guy Hai Karate;_with some instructions_of your own.

Hai Karate-be careful how you use it.
Cl959 Leemln1 Division, Chas, Pfi~or & Co,, Inc,, New York, N, Y,
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New York Artist Paints
'What Meets · The Eye'

Speech Stages
'The Lost Boy'
Today In ENA
"You can't go home again,
at least to the home of your
· childhood," is fue theme of
Thomas Wolfe's "The Lost
, Boy," said adapter-director
Dr. R. J . Schneider who will
, be mounting a Chamber Theatre production of the Wolfe
• story, today at 2 p.m. i·n the
· Engineering Auditorium.
" 'The Lost Boy' is a study
-in time," said Schneider ; "the
story crystallizes man's pas. sion to join himself with his
past, with his lost youth, with
his return to fue womb.
Thomas Wolfe's attachment to
his mother, sister, brother
puts the story in three dimensions: the present - past, the
past,,and the past-as-past.
"The -Chamber Theatre production, through the use of
'trompe l'oeil,' tries to preserve these time levels. Beginning with the audience in the
present, the production juxtaposes the present-past in
which the story was written
and moves to the past-past before establishing the frustra-

tion· of being unable to enter
it."
Appearing in the production
are Linda Biddle, Ron Colburn, Frank Couch, Kathie
Ford, Keith Grey, Cindy
Hampton, Walt Jones, Jan
Segers, Dave T.atelman, and
Patty Lakin. The production
will also be repeated on February 19. Admission is free.

'Hair' Needs
More Time
To Grow
Due to unforeseen complications, the student production
of "Hair" will be postponed
until March 2, 3, 4, at 8 :30
p.m. It was supposed to have
opened last Sunday.
USF's "Hair" is a classroom project, in conjunction
with TAR 302, the Experimental T h e a t r e performance
class. Besides changing dates,
it also changes locations - instead of on the Main Stage, it
will be done on Centre Stage.
No one will be admitted
without a legitimate USF student or staff I.D.

New York artist Philip ,
Pearlstein assisted the USF.
Division of Fine Arts part of
this quarter. An exhibition of
his works, "Philip Pearlst.ein
and the Figure," is on display
in the library gallery.

Simon And Black-'The Odd Couple'
Is it Rowan and Martin? of character roles for Theatre
Tiny Tim and Liberace? USF and Experimental TheaGeorge Wallace and H. Rap · tre.
THE POKER PLAYERS
Brown? Wildy and Fisher?
No, · none of the above- (not a singing group) are
mentioned odd couples is the being played by Frank Donoright one. The real "Odd Cou- van as Roy, Darryl Marzyck
ple" is (are?) Neil Simon and as Speed, Ed Wolf as Murray,
and Mike Zmistowski as VinBrion Black.
That is, Simon authored the nie.
Marzyck and Wolf are also
play, "The Odd Couple," and
Black, · to complete the re- in "The Physicists," while
quirements for his degree in Donovan will be in the upcomTheatre Arts, is directing it. ing production of "The Infernal Machine." Nita Laca and
SIMON'S COMEDY IS Jane Bank are th~ (coo-coo)
about an odd couple, Oscar Pigeon sisters.
Madison and Felix Ungar,
"THE ODD COUPLE" will
who, separated from their be presented by Experimental
wives, move in together Theatre as a classroom lab
with disastrous resufts.
exercise, running Feb. 24-26.
Theatre USF's Odd Couple
The production is free in
is. Bill Lupole and Doug Kaye, the Centre Stage. Curtain is
with Lupole as Felix (Mr.
at 8:30 p.m.
Clean) and Kaye as Oscar
(The Slob).
LUPOLE, USF GRADUA'f E, is known for his many

roles in Readers' Theatre and
Chamber Theatre in the past,
as well as playing opposite
Brion Black in last year's production of "Luv."
Kaye; currently appearing
in "The Physicists," is remembered for a great variety

Centre Stage
-Friday At 2

By LAURA SCHWARTZ
Correspondent

Concerned with accuracy of
observation and fidelity of
representation, New York Artist Philip Pearlstein maintains an artistic style that is
traditional in historic perspective, but unique in contemporary terms.

INVOLVED Willi the problems of working "perceptually
rather than conceptually,"
Pearlstein aims at painting
"only that which meets the
eye, in as unpreconceived a
manner as possible; to distort
nothing for the sake of expressivity."
Recovering an aesthetic
mode - i.e., the realistic approach - that has been subordinated to expressive and conceptual styles since the advent of camera, the artist devotes himself to the surface
plane.
"THE

CAMERA

the artist from the necessity
t o represent recognizable
things - to allow him to concentrate on his inner sensibilities, on meaning rather than
on surfaces," said Pearlstein.
Thus, Pearlstein w o r k s
toward accuracy of observation, toward · optical faithfulness of representation- " I
paint light on forms - not
psychological interpretations,"
he said.
PearlNEVERTHELESS,
stein's work does stimulate a
reemotional
substantial
sponse . from the viewer. The

FREES

TEMP ·

Mixed Media Presentation

f,~~~

Of 'Luther' In Rehearsa I
Experiment VI is currently
rehearsing John Osborne's
" Luther", a play of moral
revelation. This production
will be the largest undertaking by Expeiment VI since its
inception some four months
ago, and will include students
and faculty from USF as well
as townspeople.

Finally, the choreography of
composing the human pose is
a commanding element in the
involvment of Pearlstein's
work. Working always from a
live model, the artist finds
"the human figure as the
most challenging complex of
forms - one whose relationships are constantly in flux."

ERRACE
.

re

and cut-rate liquors

·JJ

closing March 8. Curtain is at
8 :30 p.m. Admission is by season tickets or single purchases at the door. Experiment VI
is located at 901 E Bird Street
in Tampa's Sulphur Springs
area.

visual forms create an effect
of solidity. And the tensions
between the carefully manipulated definitions of form and
the more freely executed
strokes of shading produce a
linear excitemen_t.

8448 56th Street
CUT RATE LIQUORS

TEMPLE TERRACE

Next 10· Pantry Pride

5326 Busch Blvd.·

FRANK MORSE, director
for "Luther,'' has staged sev- • .
eral productions at USF and
"The Drapes Come" to
has appeared in theatres
the Centre Stage Friday at
throughout the community.
2 p.m.
DON MOYER will play the
To clarify : "The Drapes
role with supporting roles
title
by
play
Come," a one-act
Off Broadway
_,,-,,
played by USF professors
Charles Dizenzo, is this
Theatre
Dinner
·
week's Experimental Thea- % J ack Belt and Willie Reader
Robert
graduate,
USF
and
l;'.
tre presentation.
E rwin. Other members of the
Directed by Bob · PregenIndividual Seating Dancing Nightly
tek, the play concern,s a Ki cast include Joseph Argenio,
Cocktails !ram • • • • • . . S p.m.
mother-daughter relation- f!.i John Chamberlin, Tom Erwin,
Gourmet Buffet • • . . 6:45 p.m.
"Magic Stage" .•••. 8:30 p.m.
ship in which the da ughter ml; Gregg Musselman, R a 1 p h
strives to become a person. M Ragan, and Karen Spadacene.
Roule 60 • Tampa
CALL TOLL FREE
The benefit performances of · · St.
The two-character show A
side of Courtney
Pele/Clearwater
"Luther" will open Feb. 21
Campbell Cwsy.•
features Jane Jackson as
862-4706 ar 442-2643
_opp. Causeway Inn
and run Friday and Saturday
Tampa 834-7501
the Mother and Stephanie
nights for three week-ends •
Miller as the Daughter.
Sherry Ahlin is stage managing.
Pregentek commented on
the show : "What can I
say? It's a fun play with
frogs and fairy godmothers."

,1p!i

Professional ·New' York
Cast Only! Featuring
Broadway Star
DAYLAN ROSS

If

,METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER' PRESENTS

. DAVID NIVEN in
.
"THE
IMPOSSIBLE
YEARS"
LIUMBRl6HI-CHAO lVERITT [!]
NTltOOUCIHG

CR~TINA FEHRARE

1

'TOBACCO ROAD"

Smash Broadway Hit
Over 3300 Broadway Perfor. .

· Family Tues. Only $5.50

.............................. ~......... .......................... .........,......................

.~

OlllENE~

··

UC MOVIE COMMITTEE
Presents
FEB, 14 • 15 • 16~ 7:30 P,M.

USF Artists
Selected For
Fair Exhibits

5UN,-MON,-TUES. ·r-1

~
·ALL COLOR
FIRST TAMPA SHOWING .
JAMES COBURN

in

"DUFFY"

IN .COLOR

HORSE IN THE GRA
FLANNEL SUIT"
Dea n Jones
ALSO

''WINNIE THE POOH
AND
THE BLUSTERY DAY"
- ALSO Mary Tyler Maore

·"WHAT'S SO BAD ABOUT
FEELING GOOD"

FEB. 13, 8 P.M.

INGMAR BERGMAN'S
11

Port of Call11

ADMISSION· 35c

. BUSINESS AUDITORIUM
. {BSA)

In competition at fhe Florida State Fair Fine Arts Exhibition, USF entrants were selected for over 25 per cent of
this annual show. USF faculty
was represented by professors
Dean Aydelott, E rnest Cox,
Daisy Koenig, Bruce Marsh
and J effrey Kronsnoble. Selected students were Phil
Morton, Bill Turner, and Augustus Gallup.
Three of the five $500
awards of merit went to artists from USF. They included
Bruce Marsh, Phil Morton
and Robert Huff, who obtained his Masters Degree
from USF last year.
Also invited to participate
in a special exhibition of five
Florida sculptors were Visual
Arts professors Bryn Manley
and Ernest Cox.

THE FLORIDA CENTER
FOR THE ARTS
OF
.THE DIVISION OF
FINE ARTS

ZP

i
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ZP
PRESENTS:
The out of site
~~~

Presents an

•

I

THURS. - FRI., & SAT.

Coming Feb. 20th

ARTIST SERIES RECITAL

the HOT·NUTS

with

The Wildest rock group to
ever entertain at a college campus

PINCHAS ZUKERMAN, violin
(Winner of the Leventritt Award of 1967)

• HOURS: THURS.-FRI. & SAT. 8:30 'TIL • SUN. JAM SESSION 3:00-7:00 P.M.

B.Y.O.B.
(B. - 21)
The program will include works by Mozart, Franck, Web ern , Bloch , Kreisle r
and Wien iawski.
Saturday, February 15, 8:30 p.m., University of South Florida Theatre Auditorium.
For tick et reservations, call 988-4131, E xt. 323.

$2.00 d'

$1.00 9

%rt-iffat ~
13737 Nebraska Ave• .

·.

